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A commun ity newspaper covering the islands ofCasco Bay
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After debating the issue for
about half an hour at its 2009
town meeting on Saturday,
May 9, the Long Island
community rejected a J>roposed
set of rules that would govern
the construction of small,
private, free-standing wind
turbines on the islana. "My
take," said Moderator Mark
Greene: "As soon as people see
something really compficated
- and it was - they get really
uneasy on it.
"Lots of people like the idea of
wind power until it goes up near
you," he laughed.
In all, members of the
community spem eight hours
working their way through
69 articles on the warrant,
including the election of a
new selectman and two school
committee members, approval
of the 2009 - 2010 school and
town budgets, and amendments Where it all happens.
to building and zoning codes.
Selectman Mike Floyd ,
whose term ended July 1, said minimum blade clearance of 20
the proposed wind turbine feet from the ground.
"Maybe too involved for
policy, Article 59 - a 2,652
word document written in the voters to take to it," Floyd
federal code format with seven concluded. The community
subsections · was drafted by the seems to be interested in
town planning board based on a exploring alternative energy on
similar ordinance in Ogunquit. the island, and Greene said the
Like Greene, he felt it was too committee will no doubt bring
lengthy and complex as written. something new to the table next
"There was so much to it," he year.
[n other business, Thomas
said, "and there were questions
about how it applied to the Hohn was elected to replace
island, whether the height Floyd on the board ofselectmen,
allowance was enough." The and new school committee
article mandated a maximum members Melissa Cleaves, for a
tower height of 70 feet, with a 2-year term, and Amy Tierney,

length o f time
according to Town
Treasurer Nancy
Jordan.
Possibly due to
hunger or exhaustion,
therefore, voters
only spen t another
hour on the next
48 articles, approving
the entire $1.125
million town budget
in rapid succession
by noon. Even an 11
percent increase in the
mil rate, which bad
previously remained
unchanged for
10 years, slid through
with hardly a
whimper. The final
four hours of the
meeting were spent
on land use.
Although the total
budget only increased
by three percent,
Jordan said revenues
flltphoro for the town were
down significantly
from last year,
add ing that there was no cash
surplus as in prior years mainly
due to the market crash and
depressed interest rates. "Cash
management killed us ." She
offerei:l that people may have
seen the property wc increase as
a necessary way to offset those
losses.
The school budget also went
up, rising nearly six percent
to S472,196, although the
burden to the town was offset
somewhat by the state subsidy
which is roughly doubled this
year, according to Jordan.

..

3 -year, were also chosen. A II
three positions were crowded
with candidates, which resulted
in runoff elections in each
contest.
In addition, one hour was
spent debating the creation of a
Town Administrator, a debate
that Greene called one of the
best he'd ever heard. He said ,
• People gave a lot of thought
to their government and how it
should work." The measure was
approved in a 74-17 vote.
As a result, it to0k three hours
to get through the elections for
new town officials - an unusual

CBITD general manager, two island councilors resign
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Art Roamings

Within a 24-ho<1r period, the
resignations of three prominam
Sumnierishertmtd art is
publ ic figures were tendered
ewrywl;ert. ArtEditorJamie
with two island instinttions.
Hogan highlightsshows on Pea/a,
Peaks Island Council members
Long and GrtatDiamm1dislands.
Mike Langella and Bob Hurley
resigned Wednesday night,
PagtlS
June 24, in a regular session of
,__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ____, the PIC, effective Dec. I . Both
men complete the second year of
their lhree-,eanerm, this fall.
The foi Jow ing morning
CBITD General Manager
Catherine Debo resigned after
spending
months in closed
Letters
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Long Island rejects proposed wind power ordinance
BYKEVINATTRA

Plante Wins
ServiceAward
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execunvc sessions wnh the Casco

Ba,• Lines board of directors. She
"~ii have been with the eompani
Love of Peaks
three y,-us u, January.
Councilor Mike La ngella
PIES
(preempted} announced his resignation at
the end of the June 24 meeting.
The Puzzle
p.10 under
"other business", citing
personal
reasons. He srud he will
Star Gazing
p. 11
fulfill his duties as a councilor
Financial Tides
p.18 through the November elections,
when a ballot of replacement
Community Notes p. 21 candidates can be put before
.__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___. the community, and will follow

through with work he's begun on Betsy Stout will also be up for re•
election, because it means four
public safety.
In a letter to City Clerk Linda seats will be open on the council.
"If neither she nor 1 run again,
Cohen informing her of his
decision, he wrote, "I do this with ,here could be a large change
regrel~ knowing rhat because of in the make-up of the PIC;' he
personal and business changes wrote. "Not to memion thac at
in my life occurnng after that the last election, at least, there
dare, I will be unable to devote did not seem co be • Im of people
the necessary time required to rushing forward co sit on the
be an effective rncrnber [of the Council.'"
council}."

The change in management at

the Bay Lines on Thursday, June
25 was not as surpnsrng, gh·cn
rhac the board had been meeting
the ~ame intention : also for m closed, executive sessions for
personal reasons. He said that, the past two month, with gag
being in the "founh quancr" of orders not co say an,rhing about
his life. he would hkc to spend as the iliscu~sions.
According to a letter
much time as possible with his
considerable, extended family.
published immediately after
Cav Councilor Kevin the announcement. Debo satd,
Donoghue, who was at the "Familv commitments have Jed
meeting_, said af,erwards char me to d,nclude that giving notice
he knew both men planned to and resigning rny position is che
resign, bur wa~ surpnsed when best course of action."
She said she will be in the
they did irat once.
Island Councilor Torn Bohan office through J uly JO, and
satd m an email later that he was continue ro work with the district
worried about the November periodically by phone and emails
elections, when both be and 10 see some projects through.

Immediately follow i ng
Langella"s a nnouncemenr,
Councilor Jlob Hurle, declared

Her statements echoed similar
ones she made when she left the
Madison, Wisconsin bus hoc,

Metro Transit, in 2006 after
months of closed meetings with
the mayor, whose spokesman
would only say were "amicable'".
"The end result is that
Catherine is leaving:' he was
quoted as saying.
According to board President
Donna Rockett, Debo is
cur-rcnll}' working on three major
projects, including the possible
sale of the city's intcrc.st in the
parking garage.
Debo said she told the board
that, under the original grant
agreemcnr with the federal
Tnnsir Administracion, excess
rc,·cnuc (a fter operating a nd
maimcnance costs) of the ~age
musr be rcrurned ro the dismct.
She said CIHTD arrorn ies
esumatc that around $2 million
in excess revenues may be owed
to the district by the city, having

accumulated since operation of
the garage began in 1990.
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On the cover:

Bagheera
...---~--------

Due to an unusually high volume
of news, we han'. had to appropriate
most of this page in order to cover
issues we thought were important
or in the public interest. The cover
ship series will return next month in
ch is space, barring another flood of
news.
The Bagheera is fearu red on the
cover of this issue because it is
expected to be listed in the National
Register of Historic Places this
month, an honor already bestowed
on the Wendamecn, her sister ship
at Portland Schooner, owned and
operated by Scott Reischmann.
Both ships make regular day
sails and overnight excursions
throughout Casco Ra)', For more
information call 766-2500 or visit

1J111JW.portlafldschoo11e1:com.
Welch Street to the post office for ferry
wainng (see photo). Non-ferry parking
is not aJlowcd there on weekends and
holidars, and double parking is prohibited.
At the PIC's monthly workshop meeting
Wednesday. June '10, the new ()Ian was
described as a last ditch effort to keep
BY KEVIN ATTRA
traffic from being rerouted up Welch
Due to safety concerns about traffic StreetpasttheAmerican Legion to Adams
congestion down front, new rules were Streer, allegedly a solution that police and
Public Services personnel prefer.
agreed upon hr representatives of the
"If this doesn't work, they're going
Peaks Island Council, members of the
up Welch Street," said Councilor Lynne
Portland Police Department, city sraff,
Richard at the meeting.
Public Services person nel, Casco Bay
Public opinion has been mixed on the
Lines an<l the City Manager's office in
queuing
issue since it was first discussed
June to expand the number of parking
in
March.
Island councilors have had 10
spaces on lower Welch and bland Avenue
weigh
the
need for traffic safety down
and extend tbe queue as far as the post
front against the impact of mcreased
office, rather than redirect cars srrnight up
lr.lffic on Adams Street, a quiet, residential
Welch to Adams Streer.
dirt
road that hardly gets any traffic now.
The new niles, which took effect this
The PIC agreed in a su-,w vote June 10 ro
month as soon as the new signs were
installed, double the number of spaces for keep the present configurarion, bur wirh
cars waiting for the ferry from 12 to 24, the added park ing spaces and increased
police enforcement.
and prohibit double parking, effeeri\·e on
Councilor Richard said in an email that
weekends and holidays from Memonal
the
council "did a good job representing
Day to Labor Day.
islanders' needs,, 10 the negotiations wnh
Casco Bay Lines and cny personnel, who,
she added, had the only real authority co
make any changes. "The other parties
listened to u~.n
The question now is, will it work?
According to Councilor l\like Langella,
road maintenance crews an<l police arc
poised and ready t0 go up Welch Street
if they sec no improveme-nr and traffic
continues ro congeal whenever a boat
arrives. The new rules rely heavily on

New queuing pattern
for traffic down front

cooperation from drivers, and increased

lo an email from Cou nci lor Mi ke
Langella explaining the new rules, he
wrote, HOften, the street js very crowded
and the intersection ar Isla nd Ave. is

clogged with cars queuing for the car ferry,
which impedes safety for all. Sometimes,
emergency vehicles can't, or c0<1Jd nor pass
through the constricted suect intersection.
All roo often, double parking ar the rurnaround and at rhe front of the ice cr~m
store further impede safe conditions."
To address these problems, space on
lower Welch Street was increased from
nine to 12 by moving the police, taxi and
lS-minutc spot.s to the curnaround

ac the

parking lot entrance (the handicap parking
space was left alone). A similar increase
was effected along Island ,\venue by
appropriating all the parking space from

enforcement by the police. Langella hopes
residents will also hdp.
"We expect a period of transition,"
wrote Councilor Richard, "and police
are ready to assist with education and
traffic management. We hope this plan is
successful, so that we can avoid further.
more dramatic changes."
In other business, the PIC approved
$4,150 froro the 50k fund and another
$3,200 from the operating budget ro fund
add itional sracc-up costs of the island
taxi service, !TS, over the initial SI 2,000
awarded in April, which was spent to buy
the vehicle, an $8,300 D odge ,·an, make
an additional Sl ,500 to Sl,600 in repairs
and modifications, and pay $5,000 in

insurance costs.
The community garden was given
a green light at the workshop after a
somewhat lengthy debate about water
access, site closure: in case people lose
interest and other contingencies. J ubal
Kessler, as de facto speaker for the
community garden project, said, "The
·•1orse thing that can happen is it will ha,·c
made the soil richer."

DIVER
DOWN
UNDERWATER
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399 Presumpscot Street, Portland, ME 04103
ph (207) 828-0444 • fax (207) 828-1255
Emai l: inforgdiverdown.info
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Bay Lines toys with
electronic ticketing
BYKEVIN AlTRA

Following an executive session that
lasted only JO minutes, CBITD's Rare
Structure Committee met Thursday,
June 11, 10 discuss the possibility of
implementing electronic ricketing using
scanners on each boat co swipe magnetic
cards for both outgoing and rcnim trips in
order to do awar w11h the implied round
trip currently bu;lt into rhe ticket 1>rice.
Commitree Chair Chris Hor pin, who
has advocated electronic tickcung for
over a year, said it would increase revenue

1»ssage in any amount they choose or can
afford, and then the cost ofa ticket would
be deducted each time their magnetic card
is swiped when they board a boar.
Discounr packages - commuter books,
and monthly and annual passes - would be
discontinued in farnr of bulk discounts.
The price per ticker would go down
che more • person spends, theorettcally
shifting the highest costs to the casual
user and giving island residents the biggest
discount because they would presumably
buy moce tickets at any one time.
T he committee also proposed scaling
ticker prices accord ing to destination
based on four zones: Peaks Island, Long
Isbnd, the Diamonds, and Chebeague and
Cliff together, which would cause prices to
change for rides down the bay (excluding
Long), in some cases raising the price and
in others lowcnng it.
According to a written proposal outlined
in the June II agenda, electronic ticketing
would be phased in, starting with a pilot
srudy as soon as J anuary using single ride
paper tickets collecred for both omgoing
and inbound trips to see how turn-around
times might be affected and to idenrify
other potential delays or problems. Zone
pricing would begin in April. The m tire
program would be studied over a two year
period.
In other business, an issue over the use
of non-commercial pick up trucks by
contractors traveling co Peaks Islaod was
raised, because it puts those vehicles in a
less expensive freight and auto category
than t.rucks having comrnercial plates;
however, General Manager Catherine
Debo wd staff have rold her only one or
two contractors do that, and for the masc
part the service is used honestly. She said
creating new safeguards "may be like a

for the' fer ry service wit hour raising Licket
prices. Board President Donna Rockett
said the district could recoup as much as
$70,000 in revenue lose chrough current
loopholes in the fare strucrure, such as
when cornrnutcrs use a wacer taxi service
to get to the islands and then ride free on
rhe ferry back to Portland.
Recently Maine DOT finalized the
paperwork for a federal grant of $150,000
to the district towards the purchase of
an updated fare collection system and
related software and equipment, chough
not necessarily for electronic ticketing.
The existing computer and telephone
equipment are obsolete and expected ro
be replaced with che g rant, according to
several members of the CBITD staff.
But instead of upgrading the existing
paper tic ket system, rhc committee
considered convening ro ;10 electronic
sysrem based on a model developed by
Gateway Ticketing Systems char would
work much like the EZ Pass sysrem used
solution in search of a problem."
for toll ways.' Ferry passengers would
purchase a block ofcredit towards one-way
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Plante
awarded for
•
service
BY CAROL COULTAS
EDITOR, MAINEBIZ

Three Portland area companies took top
honors at the 10th annual Maine Family
Business Awards dinner Thursday, May
21 , at the Marriott Sable Oaks, hosted
by the Inst itute fo r Family-Owned
Business. Among those honored at the
ceremony was Lionel Plante Associates,
the family behind the barge service
that has served Casco Bay islanders for
SO years, cited fo r its community
service. T he company provides marine
transportation, site work excavation

and fuel, bur its volunteer service in
ttansp_orting fi re equipment, assisting
with Coast Guard rescues and oil spill
cleanup earned special mention.
Portland's Earle W. Noyes & Sons
moving company, formed in 1923, and in
the small company category, The Lobster
Shack at Two Lights, Cape Elizabeth
also won awards.
The eresentations were made by
former Gur G annett Commun ications
Chairman Maddy Corson, L.L. Bean
Chairman Leon Gorman and former
CEO of Lee Auto Malls Shep Lee, all
members and supporters of the institute.
T he I nst itute for Fam ily-Owned
Business is a nonprofit organization that
supportSc and assists fa mil{. businesses
to reach their full potentia . T he group
for merly operated as a program unaer the
University ofSouthern Maine, but struck
out on its own last year. Family owned
businesses account for 35% of fortune
500 companies, 78% of new jobs, 60% of
the nation's employment and 50% of its
GDP, according to the institute.
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thru

Labor Day!

FREE Delivery
to Casco Bay Lines
7 Days a Week
All in-store purchases must be made
by 12-noon for delivery to the ferry!*
, Your groceries will bE: carefully packed in banana
boxes and/or cooler bags for ferry transport, and
labeled with contact information for safe arrival.
, Everything in our store is available for delivery.
• Ask us about our personal shopping service.

A truck (right} being loaded with soiJ material for transpor tation to a construction
site down tlie bay on one of the barges (left) at the Plante facility.
, taff pl,010

Recycling focus of
island communities
BYKEVINATI'RA

Twonewrecyclingefforrswerelaunched
las, month on Great Diamond and Peaks
Island aimed or reducing the number of
cans and bottles that get thrown in the
trash because rhere's nowhere else to put
them.
On Peaks Island, si.x new recycling bins
were debuted during the annual PeaksPesc
celebration, and placed around the isfand
in h igh traffic locations so that people
partying on the back shore or walking
onto the boar have a place to drop their
cans and bottles. T he containers are each
un iquely decorated by island artists "so
that even a 4-year-old will know wha1
they're for," said 1he project's creator,
Mary Ann Mitchell of the Peaks Island
Environmental Action Tcarn.
She spent the last )'Car and a half
collecting funds, acquiring the barrels,

and arranging fot them 10 be maintained.
Her plan is fo r each non -profit
orgaruzation on the island to get a turn
at collecting the glass and plastic for an
allotted period of time, and then keep the
proctcds for their own use.
On Great Diamond, the Hannaford
recycling operaror, Cl.YNK, 2nnounced
in a p ress release frorn Senior Vice
President Julie Turner, that it had begun
a pilot recycling program in conjunction
with Casco Bay Lines on Tuesday,
Jwie 23, tba1 allows residents to deliver
bagged materials to rwo landings o n
the island. Casco Bay Lines has agreed
to collect rhern. and return them to the
mainland where CLYN K sraffwill then
redeem the contents and crc.dit the island
residents who sent them.
According to Turner's email. CB!TD
Operations Manager Nick Mavadones
agreed to participate in 1he pi lot study
because "we understand the challenges
out residents face in uying to get cans
and boules back ro the mainland;' he was
quoted as saying, adding, "We will analyze
the results over the next five to six weeks
and decide if it makes sense to expand 1he
service to the other islands as \\--ell."

Gone v\iith the -wind
Jamie Feeny·s cruiser went fishing
without him s ometime during the
new moon Monday morning, June 22,

narrowly missing a pile of rocks before
beaching on Cushing Island (right). H e
propped it up until it could be recovered
<.luring the next high tide, which came in
one foot higher that night.
Wind and unusually s trong currents
had been pounding the area for a week,

making work next to impossible for
many folks in the fishinj! and lobstering
industries. Said one, ''Im freaking o ut.
I can't stand not working, e.specialfy this
time ofyear."

• Please inquire regarding seasonal delivery
service to Cushing Island and select marinas.

'After delivery to Casco Bay Lines, Whole Foods
Market is not responsible for your purchase.

1

Questions?
Contact our Provisions Supervisor,
Brad Richman at 207-774-771 l
E-mail: naptlprovisions@wholefoods.com

Or, stop by our Customer Service Desk
and one of our Team Members will
be happy to assist you.

Just minutes from the ferry!

Open Daily, 8am -1 0pm
2 Somerset Street• Portland, Maine
207-774-7711
www.wholefoodsmarket.com
Just off 1-295, Exit 7, Franklin Street

WHOLE
FOODS.
M

A

R

K

[

T
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Linesfrom
Casco Bay Lines
BY CHRIS HOPPIN

The Casco Bay Island Transit DJStricr
thar runs Casco Har I.ines is owned and
operated by island~. There are 10 elected
board members and rwo appointed ones
who rry to operate the ferry line as a break
even enterprise. Thar•s nor ea~y ac any
time, of course, buc very difficult during
these days of financial turmoil.
The CBJTD was esrablished more ,han
two ,keadcs ago to operate with very little
government support. Our predecessors
on the board of diree1ors agreer.I ,o run
the Casco Bay fcrnes in that independent
manner. Al1hough government funds

have incre-ased sl ighcly, they now account
for less than 20 percent of the Oistrict's
$5 million annual budget.
Whar does ch.r mean to all of us as

riders? Those numbers tran slate to a
system that leads to Casco Bay Lines'

passengers paying more 1han four-fifrhs
of costs. Passengers on other uansir

districts, including the state-owned ferries
of Penobscot Bay, pay around half of their
costs. Even though they have considerably
fewer daily ferry tri1>< and therefore less
costs, that is still a significant difference
by any measure.
Peaks Islander Steve lllaclsaac, who
has spent nearly 30 years helping rransit
~ystems across the counrq•, rcporcs that
tax monies are used nationwide to offset
transit operating COS{S ... Mo~t bus, n il
and ferry lines lose money in their dayro-day operationst he explarned. uThis
happens because public transit providers
are rcquucd w operate low volume rouces
tha1 'for profit' carrie" would immediately
eliminate because rhey do not gener:ue
enough income and arc bad for business.
As a result, dttually all trnnsit systems
obram supplemenrnl funds or subsidies
from city, county, state and federal
government sources.
"Manyu-ansi1 operations have additional
sources fo r income:' he continued, "like
bridge tolls; or they arc financed by state

End ofthe Road

July 2009

sales or gas taxes, for example. The)' arc
also helped by rhe an1icipated losses or
deficits chat arc part of City budgets.
The rationale for transit subsidies is that
high,Vll)'S are typically hullt by income tax
dollars and maintained by gas tax dollars
so transit systems should receive a similar
subsidies.'_,
Many of us belic"e rhar the ferries are

simply buses on water and should be
supported by ,axes and subsidized in a
s-irrular manner. One could easily suggest
thaL Peak> as a neighborhood of Portland
is very sim ilar to North Deering, fot
example, when it comes to subsir.lizecl

IR parking zone

temporary until the construccion projects
began, and is subject to annual review by
rhc council.
Vehicles with an IR sticker are exempt
from the two-hour time limit on those
strcecs; however, che\· muse be moved
Mondays and Tuesdays'm accordance with
rhe srandard posred street maintenance
signs, and are also subject to snow bans
and emergency no parking restncrions.

renewed another year
BYKEVINATTRA

On June I the Portland City Council
unanimously a 1>pro,•ed an order,
sponsored by ch e Trnnsportation
Committee, chaired by Kevin Donoghue,
to renew the island parki ng zone for
an adduiona l year because neicher the
proposed condo devclopmenr at the
corner of Thames and Hancock Streets
nor another projecr appeared to be
schcdukd to stan in the upcoming year.
The establishment of the 55-spacc
on-s tree t parking zone last June,
designated IR fo r island residents, on
Thames and Hancock streets was only

p/ea.J,e .t.ee L/Nf:S, page 9

2009 Round~trip Fare Comparisons for
Maine ferry services
Inspired by conversations with CBJTD General Manager Catherine Debo,
boat staff and island residents, we decided to list a comparison of fe rry prices
throughout the sratc. Fare rates were provided by Ms. Debo in an email sent
June 12, and confirmed from ferry line websites and telephone interviews with
staff Figu res based on 2009 round trip ad ult fares and approximate t ravel
distance in miles one way.

1. Casco Bay Lines (CBITD, scasonaJ rates)

BYKEVINATTRA

P!LP land steward and President
Garry Fox said this Saab 900 was set
on fire inside Battery S teele probably
sometime Thursday n ight, June 11.
I t was the second time this year a car
was burned inside the former World
\Var II gun battery, now owned and
maintained br PTLP as one of several
p roperties in its land trust
According to a police S,POkesperson,
ownership of the vehicle is b e ing
traced through it s identification
nunnber, wh ich is usually stamped on
an aluminum p late that mel ts beyond
recognition in fires of this severity. But
in this case t he VIN w.as recovered.

In an open letter to the community
(see p. 6), rox ack nowledged that
these acts arc considered a kind of
bad -boy r itual on the island, but
asked, "at whose expense?" H e went
on to condemn the car burn ings as
"c riminal, irresponsible, roxic, and
[showing) a complete disregard for the
safety of others."
"W/e are all formnate that no one was
crapped in the Battery and overcome
by the toxic smoke a nd killed by the
irresponsible actions of o ne o r a few,"
he wrote.
PILP would like to enclose the
battery with a security fence to prevent
this from happening in the futu re.

Portland to Peaks Island, 2.1 miles: $8.20 peak/S4.10 off-peak
Portland to Little Diamond, 1.7 miles: $8.70/$5.20
Portland to Great Diamond, 2.3 miles: $9.35/ S5.45
Portland to Diamond Cove, 3.6 m iles: Sl0.50/ $6.25
Portland to Long Island, 4.4 miles: Sl0.50/$6.25
Portland to Chebeague Island, 6.4 miles: Sll.55/S6.75
Portland to Cliffisland, 7.4 m iles: S12.05/S7.45

2. Chebeague Island Ff'..:rry (p,lSS<'ng<w only)
Cousins Island to Chebeague, (a "guess") 1.5 miles: S15/513

3. l\l aine State Ferry (year-rou.nd rat.es)
Lincolnville to Islesboro, 3 miles: S85 0
Bass H arbor to Swans, 6 miles: S16
Bass H arbor to Frenchboro, 8.25 m iles: SlO
Rockland to North Haven, 12.5 miles: Sl6
Rockland to Vinalhaven, 15 miles: S16
Rockland to Matinicus, 23 miles: $33

4. Bar Harbor Ferry (,Tu11r tln11 A.ug.)

Wildnut Farm Market
Saturdays 8:30am - 12:30pm
Downfront for your convenien ce
p resh, local organic produce
p resh bread
L ocal free range chjcken
Order a head for~rcookouts

wildnutfarml!!:!,yahoo. com

Buy Fresh - Buy Local - Buy Fresh - Buy local

Bar H arbor to Vvinter Harbor, 8 miles: S29.50

5. Cranberry Cove Fe11·y (!\-lay to Sept.)
Southwest Harbor's ueeer tow n dock to Great C ranberry, 2.5 m iles: S24
(same pr ice to llseford anc!Little Cranberry, ¼ mile or so farther on).

6. Ha,rd~· RoatCruises(year-round)
New Harbor to Monhegan Island, 10 miles: $32

7. l\[onhc,g,ni Boat Line(year-round)
Port Clyde to Monhegan Island, 14 miles: S32

8. Isle au Haut Boat Services (yeai·-round)
Stonington to Tsle au H aut, 6 miles: $35
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Long Island launches
fundraisingfor comm.
center renovation

·fJ w.,.~

BY KEVIN A lTRA

Members of the Long Island
Recreation Department are
painstakingly researching grants
and planning fundraisers in order to
renovate the 67-year-old cinderblock
building (bottom right photo) that
serves as the town's community center
into a year-round modern (acility, and
hopes to incorporate as much green
tecnnology as possible into the new
structure.
"We're bringing it from its current
industria l space - it was an old,
WWII garage - to a modern,
efficient, greener facility," said the
department's Facility D i rector
Alanna Rich.
The renovation, designed by
Yarmouth architect, Frank Oliva, who
characterized the plans as "ambitious",
calls for gutting the interior of the
building and redistributing space_ to
create a new teen center and semor
lounge, expand the historical society
museum and the pottery center, and
create a new kitchen. A small addition
will be built as well (see plan above).
The most significant improvements,
however, are focused on upgrading
the safety and comfort of the building
so that it can be used throughout the
year, something Rich is particularly
happy about.
Oliva said he w ill "replace aged
sys tems beyond a level of safety,"
which include structural components
and outdated electrical systems, as
well as creat ing handicap access
to the building to comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act with
improvements such as entry ramps,

'-
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wider doorways and the use of special
hardware. The main entry will also
receive an airlock to keep indoor
temperatures stable.
Oliva said the cost of gutting and
rebuilding the facility as planned will
probably consume the total budget,
expected to be around SS00,000, and
that alternative energy heating and
power systems will have to be phased
in at a later date. "I'm excited to
incorporate green energy technology
and efficiency," said Rich. "We'll
definitely incorporate solar power. I
don't know about wind power."
According to O liva, t he only
affordable g reen efforts at this point
are insulating the entire building it has none - and providing as much
sunlight as possible by replacing the
existing windows with larger ones and
installin skylights where feasible. "I
t hink we9re going to be up against it
to do the renovat ions," he said.
The department started fi.mdraisinp
efforts April 5 with an event at Andy s
on Commercial Street that featured
live music from local bands and raised

~

about $1,700. It received another
$31,000 in a community development
block grant with matching funds from
the town, and a few hundred in rental
fees for tables at the flea market last
month. The community approved an
additional $5,000 at the May 9 town
meeting to pay architect's fees.
Currently, Rich said the department
has applied for money from t he
Stephen King Fund ($20,000), t he
Libra Foundation {$25,000) and the
Maine Community Bui lding Fund
($7,500). "We don't qualify for a lot of
grants," she said, "because per capita
income for the town is about $2,000
over the limit for USDA grants [based
on the 2000 census]."
Rich sa id the depa r rment is

also raising funds through Shaw's
Supermarkets' Community Rewards
program, which allows shoppers to
donate 10 percent of their purchases
towards the project using their
Rewards Card (www.shaws.com/
neighborhoodrewards. enroll ment is
under the recreation department's ID:
49001018720).
Summer fundraising events begin
Friday,July 3, with a wine tasting at
Joseph and Karen O ldfield's home on
Lon Island. A community dance,
9 a Beach", will be held at the
"Lifes
VFW build ing Saturday, July 11,
with music by local favorites Jonathon
and Katie Norton, and there is an
open house from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. the
day before so you can see what it's all
about.
The department is also hosting
a masquerade bal l on Saturday,
Aug. 8, at the community center,
and the "Grisham Cottage" on Long
Island is donating its summer rental
proceeds to the project after the
season ends.
Rich said the department will
spend the next two to three years
raising money so that the bulk of the
renovation can be done all at once,
which she said must take place during
the off-season because the 6-week
summer program provides virtually
all of the operating budget of the
department for the year.
More information on the
rehabilitation can be found at the
Long Island town website: W'W'W.
townoflong island.us. You can also
write to die project coordi nator at:
Long.Island.R ecreation@gmail.com.
~

Starting July

5th

we will be open on

Sundays
12pmto5pm
262Commercial Street
207-775-7560
wunv.BrowneTradin§.co1n

Open Mon-Saturday 10:0 to 6:30

Locally owned
A culinary oasis in the
big box world.
Call ahead, we w ill have
your order ready to pick
up in time for the boat!

On Sunday, July 5th
come in and enjoy

15% off
all wine purchases
to celebrate the summer season!
Also enjoy local produce from organic
farms, & cheeses from local creameries!
HELP US SUPPORT OUR COMMUNITY!
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Island Views
Community Letters
call was long enough for the man to
come back to return the buoy, probably
encouraged a little from seeing me call
A 11 of the generous don ations t he authorities, as I was watching him .
that we've received at the Pea ks He did retie the buoy, to his credit, and
Island Children's Workshop these mentioned something to the e/Tect that
past couple o f months are trulr his kids encouraged him to do so. W ho is
representative o f t he won d erfu , playing the adult here?
suppartive community we're a part of!
Two days later a second situation
We ve received support in the form of - same buoy - and once again I was
financial donations, volunteers, and t here to see it unfold. A woman pulled
even window washing! Special thanks up along the beach in a golf cart. She
goes out to: KeyBank volunteers for proceeded to walk across the beach ro the
aoing just about everything ro spruce same buoy, untie it and start to walk away
up tlie place; A ll the folks who made with it. this time I decided to approach
the new playground woo d c h ips it from a friendly, educational point of
a poss ibi lity, including Sk ill ins' view. I explained to her that the buoy
Nursery, Lionel P lanre's barge service, was attached to five traps, and that the
and C harles Ra msey Landscaping; lobstcrman would need the.buoy to locate
United W ay O ayof Cari ng Volunteers h is traps when the tide was h igh. The
for all t he yardwork; Kamp Masonry woman said she was just untangling the
and La ndscaping for revamping t he line and thought the trap was crushed. I
sandbox; Dave Waskelewicz for our assured her it w·.ts not, and she returned
new website (check it out at www. it.
peaksislandchildrensworkshop.
Now, we a ll know the excitement of
org) and a Uthe members of the Board finding a str.ty, washed up buoy on shore
and commu nity who make this t he - a t rue t reasure. But when t he buoy is
energetic, vibrant center that it is! still attached to a line of traps, not only
THANK YOU!
is it costly for the lobstermen who are
work ing so hard for a living, but it is
M eg Springer Holdridge
against the law to touch them.
Executive D irector
My hope is, in the future if you see
Peaks Island Children's vVorkshop
a buoy in the water and it is attached to
a line, let it stay where it belongs so the
• • • •
*
lobstcrman is able to do h is job, and work
with the gear that is ultimately lm.
Who owns this buoy?
Cathy Bunton
North Yarmouth
I wanted to pass on an experience I had
last summer on the beach with the hopes
*
*
of educating some that may not be as
aware or understand the importance of
Community G ardening
this subject.
My friends a nd I were sitting on the
Community garden ing has gained
beach on a beautifu l afternoon when an significant popularity in recent years.
adu lt walked by after having pulled up Although kitchen gardens were the status
on a bike. He proceeded to walk over to quo only a few generations ago, in recent
a lobster buoy that was fairly shallow in decades, most people chose to forego
the water due to it being a very low tide. food of the home-grown variety in lieu
He untied t he buoy from t he line of of more convenient alternatives such as
traps, took it and left to rejoin his family fast food and supermarkets. In response
of bikers. I knew obviously th is was to the interest in green living, there has
not right, a nd so proceeded to call the been a resurgence of gardening through
authorities, and was told someone would tl,e "slow-food" movement.
get right back to us.
Books such the 100-Mile Diet , in
T he 10 minute wait for the return which the authors commit to only eating
food grown within a 100 -mile radius
of their home, are part of a growing
literary movement extolling the benefits
of knowing where and how our food is
~ grown. If it is grown and eaten locally,
our ecological footprint is reduced
by cutting food mi les, and nutrient
levels are improved from a reduction in
transport and storage. Because of the
organic practices inherent with most
community gardens, the quality of the
soil is improved. Some of the symbiotic
health benefits oflocal produce include
fresh, less processed , affordable food ,
a reduction of potential r isk fro m
agricultural additives li ke pesticides,
herbicides, fungicides and less alienation
from food production creating a g reater
sen se of choice, u nderstanding and
responsibility for d iet.
Additionally, the community garden

L etter to the Editor

•

,.

•

•

•

of g reen spaces. These a re benefits
in addition to the healthy, organ ic
vegetables that the garden produces.
Consciously sav<lring the nou rishment
and healing that nature provides leads us
back to a sense of sacredness of food and
appreciation of its essential and ecological
principles.
byJustin Palmer

•

*

•

•

•

•

•

A n Open Letter to the
Peaks Island Community
I'm writ ing this open letter co
member s of the Pea k s 1sland
Communit y to high light an ongoing
concern for the Peaks Island Land
Preserve. As you know we have the
mission of protecting many parcels of
land on Peaks Island. Access to these
parcels is not restricted except in ways
that violate the easements placed on
particular parcels.
T he Peaks Island Land Preserve
benefits everyone who sits no the
back shore, walks th rough Barce ry
Steele, or h ikes on one o f the m an)'
tra ils t h rough Pa rke r wood s, th e
c ity pared, o r spends a n evening
enjoying the quiet of Davies Sanctuary.
Whatever your use or access co PILP
land I want to ask for the communicy's
support in o ur o ngoing effort to protect
t hese properties for the concim,ed
e njoyment o f all.
Recently, a disheattening incident at
Hatterr Steele u ndersco red the delicate
balance between license and liberty
that we walk with a common resource.
The incident was the seco nd time in
just over a year that someone thought
the Hattery wou ld be a great place co
haul a car and set it on fire. In both
instances the cars were nor just burned,
but ignited and burned completely.
K now ing the post-war history of
the Hartery and the lnng memories of
some I can see this as a continuation of
anothe r t ime. Hoth of t hese incidents
we re c rim inal, irresponsible, toxic,
a nd show a complete disregard for
the safety o f others and the commons
we a ll benefit from. I realize for those
responsible for these incidents th ey
were "just having fun" but at whose
expense? We are all fortunate that no
one was crapped in the Ba ctery and
overcome by the coxic smoke and killed
by the irresponsible actions of on e or a
few.
T his brings me to a n appea l to all
islanders a nd most especially those
who are responsible for this most
recent incid ent. We all benefit from
these commons and like most common
things we may cake a prinlege for
granted. Remem ber, "you n ever miss
the silence umil it is gone", so please
help us protect these properties, and if
you, or someone you know, is ,anxious

to have "some fun,. at o ur collective
expense, perhaps rou might remember
that a commons belongs to no ·'ONE"
bur to ALL, and you're responsible to
all of us for how you choose to use the
common s.
Sincerely, Garry Fox
President, PILP
ensures a permanent, sustainable and
Steward,
Battery Steele
economical food supply while bringing
people together a nd fostering a greater
fl1• photo sense of community and stewardship
more in OPINION, page 20
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YOGAFORLIFE
A yogic J)t'rspertive on
health aud simple living
BY REBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS

Rebt«aJohtmnt1 Stephans teacha wttldy

y_qga c/a,.r,s and pri<Jatt yoga lessons qn
Peak.sh/and. Youmaydimtyour(t)mmmfs,
i11quirits, orco/umn ideas to 766-3017 or

rjsyoga@gwi.11et.

One evening early in June, I was on my
way to Peaks Island Chorale rehearsal
when I realized that I had forgotten
the headlamp for my bicycle. I live in a
section of the island without street lights,
which I love because it makes t he star
gazing and the moon rises particularly
vivid. Cycling after dark, however, can
be a bit treacherous. Not wanting to be
late for singing, I continued on without
my light. When rehearsal ended at 9:00,
1walked out of the Fifth Maine and was
pleasantly su rprised to be greeted by a
sky with plenty of lingering light for my
ride home.
Many of us live in Maine to experience
the rhythmic cycle of seasons and light,
which after all these years st ill feels

magical to me. The first time I wake
up at 5:00 in the morning and notice
a bit of light in the sky, I feel the same
particular burst ofjoy as when I receive
an unexpected gift. The Buddha said it
this way, "Those who are awake live in a
state of constant amazement."
Just as the long, quiet nights of winter
invite us inward, the birdsong of these
high summer days is like trumpeters
playing revelry all day long: "Wake up!
Wake up! This light will not last forever."
Just now, the farmer's market is bursting
with greens and seedlings, asparagus and
rhubarb, tiny beets and turnips. l3y the
time you read this, the market wiU have
transitioned into full, abundant summer
mode. This moment is precious and
brief. Soak it up now!
In Kripalu yoga, there are tluee distinct
devclopmentaf phases of practice. The
first is willful yoga, in which we learn
the basic alignment and technique of
each posture. The second is a surrender
practice, in wh ich we begin to explore
holding the postures longer and feeling
the effects of generating more intense
heat and sensation with the practice. In
these two phases ofpractice, we generally
offer postures in complementary pairs to
keep the body in balance. For example, a
back arch will be followed by a forward
bend.
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For advanced pract itioners, the
third phase - meditation in motion is a formless, flowing improvisational
expression based on, but not restricted
to, a series of yoga postures. One step in
moving towards meditation in motion is
to string familiar postures together and
practice until they become second nature.
One par ticularly lovely and popular
posrure flow is called Surya Namaskar
(in Sanskrit), or Sun Salutation.
Sun Salutation is in a category of yoga
practices commonly known as Vinyasa
Yoga. Literally translated, vinyasa means
progress or process, indicating movement
from one state of being to another state
of being. Here in the west, the term has
come to refer to a particular style of yoga
that focuses primarily on moving from
one posrure to the next in smooth, dancelike transitions. Several of these sryles
have students begin with the basic sun
salutation, and tlien progress into more
complex and challenging sequences.
Tliere are as many versions of Su n
Salutation as there are yoga teachers. My
favorite basic sequence is shown below.
Once srudeots become familiar with the
individual postures and the transitions
from one posture to the next, we move
through the whole series with the
rhythm of the breath. The breath pattern
is ind icated for each photo. Generally,

the body expands on the inhale, and
contracts on the exhale.
If you look at these postures and feel
intimidated, do not despair. In beginner
classes, I start with just the first four
postures (endiogwith the second fonvard
fold), and then return to the stand ing
pause. Performing five repetitions or so
of that simple sequence will deepen your
breath, massage your spine, strengthen
your core muscles, and help to stretch out
you r hamstrings. When you are ready
to rnovc on, take your cjme, honor your
strengths and limitations, and modify
the flow to suit your needs.
Rather than describing each posture
in detail as I usually do in this column,
I will let the photos stand alone with the
intention of inviting you to let go of the
precise instructions and receive instead
the essence of the sequence. T think of
the sun salutation as a moving prayer in
gratitude for the life giving energy of the
sun, or as an embodiment of the cycles of
sunrise and sunset. Perhaps you will find
me on the back shore some early morning
and we will practice together.
May the light of t hese long summer
days renew your spirit and infuse your
heart with JOY, hope, and inspiration.
Happy Solstice.

Intention, Begin your practice with a moment of stillness in which you affirm your intention to practice with compassion and mindfulness.

Start &
Finish

3Exhale
41nhale
2Inhale
~

SExhale

~:::;;--'~

START &FINISH:
Exhale&Pause
6Inhale
15 Inhale
7Begin Exhale

14 Exhale

8 Complete Exhale
13 Inhale
9lnhale
12Exhale
11 Inhale

10Exhale

Rebecca Johanna Stephans, Kripalu Certified Yoga Teacher since 1994, has 21 years experience in the healing arts.
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For the love ofPeaks!
DickAdams
Partll
AS TOLD TO FRAN HOUSTON

One of the good things was there
was lots to do on the Island if you
could entertain yourself. One of
the biggest things I remember
doing here ... not being bored ...
was Kathering driftwood. This
place LEighth Maine] was run on
a riftwooa most of its life. I can
remember back in 1932 or '33
they told me they only bought
wood here maybe twice because
someone was always bringing in
some driftwood or donating wood
so they_haven't m_ade much money
yet selling the Eighth Maine any
wood!
_W hat we really enjoyed doing,
right up throu&h 1942, was
building rafts. We d take some of
that driftwood that came in and
build rafts out ofit. We didn't have
these blow up rafts and all that
kind of Stu ff, so we had to build
our own. T hat's one of the things
that kept us _preoccupied, you see.
Other thrngs of course, were
goi og to all the fairs that they have
here for every organization that
there is, and then some. We made
sure that we got to all of those.
Another memory is of all the
fireworks on the Island, because
they were legal earlier. Now a
lot of these people come from
Massachusetts or some other place
where they're legal and get by with
it. Just about every place rn the
houses around us, everyone would
have fireworks all of the Fourth
of July weekend. They never had

fireworks over Portland that you
could see.
Another thing was to go
bowlin&_ The bowling alley was
where Ll3ob] Love's rental units
ar~ d_own here, the old yellow
bu1ldrng. Used to go there quite
frequently to bowl. There was one
at the other end of the island too
but I never got there. There ~as a~
old target range down front too
in tha_t building next to Love's:
made into a house now. I think I
remember there was still a merrygo-round at the old Greenwood
Garden. That's when the tourist
industry got really going here.
Way before my time there was a
roller coaster too.
I_ think that one of the biggest
things for me about the islana are
the strong, community feelings
that exist, not only with the peop1e
that live on the island most aIr of
the year1 but the summer people,
t~. Ana th~ div~rsity of life here,
1t s a good d1vers1ty exists on this
island. I_ t hin k the support of the
people 1s tremendous, with all
of the different orga nizations
particularly helping people that ar;
m trouble.
I can remember, for example
when Kathleen's Mercantile stor;
got broken into and she lost several
thousand dollars. By gosh the next
weekend the island was having a
big yard sale down front to malce
up for the money that was taken.
I remember them doing the same
thing for Hurricane Relief in New
Orleans. They had a big deal here
to raise money for t hose people.
There's an awful lot of that kine! of
t)ling ~hat goes on in a community
like this.
T he beauty of the island is
unsurpassed. Like when the sun is
just right on the Whitehead cliffs
over here, why, you'd think it was
the W hite C liffs of Dover. D o
you know one of the things that a
lot of people miss on this island
because of their location? If you'r:
in the right place, you can see both
sun~ets and sunrises. They're just
terrific here, and they last quite
awhile. You get down front and
look up so you can even see the
White Mountains on a good clear
d~, especially at sunset.
The antiqui!.)• of our memorial
building [tlie Eighth Maine] and

~
~
~
~

{

its rustic qualities may make it
tough on a few f>COple. I have notes
back to '82, when my late wife
started looking after the place
and_ I've been here since early '90s'.
Qute a lot of ))eople like our rustic
place bec~use the}'are gettinga_way
from theu everyaay thmgs:-'l hey
are surprised when I tel l t hem
that we only have one TV in the
building. Between 1982 and now
there have only been about tw~
or three people who didn't like it
took off without even unpacking
their things. But out of thousands
that's not too bad!
'
Some more aspects of the place:
I'm sitting in a chair, and-you are,
tha~ the veterans of this regiment
sat m. You can sleep in their room.
When they started, they didn't
have rooms, because they might get
150 people at a reunion or annual
meeting. About 1910 they started
f>Utting in rooms. This was when
they heard city water was coming,
and they also could get their own
gas on the
island. I can
even show
you out here
where they
sc r atcheil
t h e i r

'

,._

.

matches to light the gas lamps and
their smokes. You can still use it
today, ifyou want!
T he comradery is a special thing
we have here. The interesti ng
thjng - whether you're just a guest
coming for a few days or for most
of the summer - is that you meet so
many people from different places
and with different outlooks on life
a real diverse bunch. A lot of the~
want to come at the same time
every vea r because of the people
that tfiey've met here. Mal<es 1t a
little tough at times trying to get
them booked-in at the nght time!

Have you lived ort Peah for a long timer
Do you have a Peaks Island story to tell of
memories Fron! ,~ildhaod or that illustrates
whyyou li,v, lrumg here? Plet= email f/T MIi
Fran Houst,m. Slie has already heard some
great stories and sht wants lo htar yours:

Jrart_hflUSton@hotmail.com, or {{lll 2286.
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Looking for my

public t~nsportation. Buses and fcmcs
are identical when one consider.; that they
simply transpon che public.
Steve added, "Locally, 1 could e1wisioo a
system where the CBITD operaces aca loss

Parachute

Part2

so ticket prices don't need to continually

increase, and the City of Portland makes
up the difference. Other cities and towns

BY JO ISRAELSON

across the country are using non transit

Unemployment will probably hit
10 percent by the end of the summer
in some parts of the country. As
everyone retrenches and rethinks how
they spend their money, I am looking
at how I want to spend my time,
energy and skills to fi nd my mission
in life, notjust a job.
Keeping positive while on the hunt
for work is hard, but one of my friends
said that, of the employed, some
will retire or change careers, move
or even die, thereby freeing up jobs.
Some opportunities haven't even been
invented yet as t he world evolves,
especially in the g reen area. But then
I ask: What about right now?

The Stopgap Job

parking revenues to finance transit
operating costs, so a move in this direction
would not be viewed as unusual or
unprcccdcmcdt he concluded.

•
Illustration by Tim Ni.ho ff

Planting Seeds

Because I was self employed, I am
not eligible for unemployment.• As I
watched my savings account dwindle,
I followed another caveat of Richard
Bolles, author of-What Color is Your
Parachute": Find a stopgap job.
A stopgap job can be anything,
a patchwork quilt of work cobbled
together to keep t he roof over my
head . Bolles defines it as "a short
term job that you would hate if it
were anything but short term. Its only
requirement is that it be honest work
and that it brings in some money."
Post flyers about yourself on
community bulletin boards, use
temp agencies, work for friends and
neighbors to do ANYTHING they
need. T here are also ways to find jobs
on-l ine, such as 'IJJ'W'W.elance.wm, that
allow you to bid for a variety ofjobs.
While "unemployed", I've been
a substitute teacher, dog sitter,
sommelier, landscaper, "sanitary
engineer", data entry person, window
washer, care giver, junk hauler,
marketer and census worker. Bolles
writes, "Any honest, hard work
neither demeans you nor makes you
less important as a person."
However, it does make you tired.
Juggling multiple jobs and still trying
to stay focused on finding meaningful
work is exhausting.

knowledge or expertise; desired salary
and level of responsibil ity; favorite
working conditions; where you most
want to live; most important values
and goals; favorite people to work
with or for.
Put everyt hing you know about
yourself onto th is one piece of paper.
T his may take weeks to finish. I
posted mine in the kitchen and added
to it while cooking, doing dishes, etc.
\ ,Vhen you're done you will know
enough about your talents, skills,
gifts and dreams to answer the next
question: What do you want to do
now with your life?

A sub-committee of Ste,•e and CB ITI)
Board members Frank Peretti and Chris
Hoppin has been discussing the possibiltry
ofobcaining 1>arking re'"enue to help defray
costs. The CBITD currently receives
modest income from the city and the
Casco Bay Garage, which is owned by the
City of Portland and a private developer.
Although those talks continue, they have
not made much progress until now.
,\ nocher 1>roposed option for added
revenue would work like this: A Porcland
Casco Bay card could be developed
that would be available to any qualified
Portland resident or taxpayer who
obtained a proper photo idcnti fication
e2rd. Thai card would entitle the passenger
to buy cickets fora specific discount on the
Casco Bay Lines Ferry.
At ,he end of each month, t hose
discounts would be tota led and the
CBITD would charge che City of Portland
for those specific tocals of funds. The
resuh would be subsid ized dckcts for
qualified residents and taxpai·ers. Then
the City of Portland could approach the
State of Maine and the Federal Transit

I am a baby boomer and am saddled
with a sagging body, flagging e nergy
and a flower child phUosophy. There
has been a g reat deal written about
"re-career ing" since 401 ks have
been d ecreasing and life expectancy
increasing. Bolles maintains t hat
instead oflooking for what the market
can offer us, we should look at what
Adrninistration for rc-imburseinent of
we offer the market.
these specific trnnsit costs.
(The following is extracted
A similar card and program could be
from Bolles', "What Color is Your
developed by the Towns of Chebeague and
Parachute", Ten Speed Press.)
Long Island and those towns could also
look
ro the Staee and Federal government
STEP 1: PLANT A SEED. T ake
Next installment: Finding the for mass tra.nsu subsidies.
10 sheets of blank paper a nd write at
Center and Finding the Career
Readers who believe th is proposal
the top of each "Who am P" Record
should
be considered arc asked to contact
only one answer for each sheet, and
their Joca:1 island, town, city, state aod
below that explain why you gave that
national elected ~epresenta1ives and
answer and what you li ke about it (this
"Check on Ii11eforyour eligibility.
encourage tl1em co adopt the program.
may rake hours or days).
When done, arrange all 10 sheets
in order based on how important the
answers are to you. Review what you
like about them and look for common
by Palmer
denominators. The information
helps define the most fulfilling and
rewarding career choices for you.
STEP 2: GROW A FLOWER.
On a blank piece of paper, draw an
outline of a flower with six petals and
a very large center. Label each petal
with one of these topics (leave the
center blank for now): favorite field of

AUTO & GOLF CART REPAIRS
CARPENTRY
FREIGHT DELIVERY
TOWING ON AND OFF ISLAND
PROPERTY CARETAKING

207.41 5.4925
anytJ,ing@callpaulbridges.com
Online Wor1< Order / Quote Request at
www.callpaulbr1dges.com

CALL PAUL
Call me. I can do anything.

FERR'/
RANS\T
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ACROSS
1. Worth 16 annas
6. Five-time Wimbledon winner
10. Baden, Bath, and beyond
14. Toothpastebrand
15. On a Dream Team with
Kareem?
17.
Di Franco
18. Bezinning of quotation from
Declaration oflndependence
19. Intention
20. Gov't agency
21. Anais
22. S~uenced timini
26. Certain Rie-1776-Americans
27. Seconcl part of quotation,
regarding a grievance against the
King
31. Wliat Charlotte did
32. Numbers, briefly
33. Re~irlawn
37.
Equis
38. Implore
39. Leg
41. Before
, site of 20
42. Mt.
monasteries
44. \II/hat Elton John and Paul
McCartney have in common
45. Measured in hectares
46. Third part of eerily prescient
q_uotation
50. Very large
53. The beach in San Juan
54. Man's name
55. Piece; rod
56. William to Charles
59. Fourth part of quote
63. One or another

_____

64. Juan and Eva
65. Boundary between Asia and
Europe
66. Piecrust ingredient
67. Auld lang _
68. Seventh largest city in world

Crimes ofKingGeorge II~ by Anna Tierney

DOWN
1. Abundant

2. Newcastle __ Tyne
3. Follows Leo
4. Tolkien creature
5. Not ethereal
6. Prohibit
7. Approvals
8. Fastens agajn
9. With 29 Down1• the father of
extraordinary renaition
11. Part of basketball court
12. Famous orphan
13. Portents
16. "Me and __ Jones," 1972 hit
SOQg

22. Home of the cons
23. Ace· acme
24. Make out, in the UK
25. Passp<?rts, for example
26. Function
27. Gov't agency
28. Place
29. See 9 Down
30. Doctors call it an upper
extremity
34. Slave
35. Popular sandwich
36. "
Prudence," Beatles song
38. Teiiowned musical group
(abbr.)
39. "Georgy_," 1966 hit song

9

40. Songofsorts
51. Coliseum
43. Giant who hit 511 homers
52. Hornyguy
44. Andy Granatelli's claim to 55. Former econ. metric
56. Undenvater branch
fame
57. City once called Christiania
45. Nabokovnovel
47. Skates on wheels
58. Infamous lake
48. Restaurant
60. Opposite of doff
61. Last word pfU1S.A.'s motto
49. Halle Berrytifor example
62. Epoch, or baseoall
stat.
50. Like swine u

Andrea Davis

94J.961.8934 cell peaksbeads@~mail.com
IO Island Avenue Peaks Island, Maine 04 I 08

WWW.hal)naford.com

ta y pal ette
creat e a
maste rpiece
in yovr kitc.l,,en

SOLUTION TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZU:
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Star Gazing
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build to 13 feet between h igh and low.

Stars and Planets

BY MIKE R ICHARDS

July is named for Julius Caesar (100
BC • 44 BC), the Roman emperor
who named himself"dictaror for life."
Thar upset the Senate, o f course,
and prompted a group of senators
ro assassinate him. In 46 BC Julius
ordered his astronomer Sosigenes to
devise a more accurate calendar rhan
rhe lunar calendar chey·d been using. so
he devised one based on 365.25 days in
rhe year: They would use 365 days per
year, bur add a day ro February every
fourth year, to make it come our right.
The Julian calendar was fairly accurate
and was used widely for the next 1,600
years.
By 1582, however, an 11 minute-per·
year difference between the calendar
and the Earth's orbital time a round
the sun had made the equinoxes
and solstices fall too early, so Pope
Gregory XIII ordered his astronomer
Clavius to refine the calendar further.
He suggested taking 10 days off the
calendar immediately and not taking
leap years on the century marks unless
the year was evenly divisible by 400
(e.g., 2000). This Gregorian calendar
was gradually adopted, even by the nonCarholic countries (e.g., Britain and its
Amei·ican colonies in 1752), and is t he
one rnosr people in rhe world use today.
As with all celesrial sarellires, Earth's
orbit around the sun is slightly elliprical:
it's o nly 3.3 percent our of round, bur
Illustration byJamie Hogan
rhar's over 3 million m iles. We currently
reach our farthest point from rbe s un
in summer Uuly 3 this year), when our
north pole is ripped coward rhe sun. Bur
that has changed, and will change again,
over many millennia. Eventually, we will
reach our farthest point from rhe s un
l0\\'11
in ,vinrer and out closest point to the
sun in summer, producing even wilder
Hook the1n at 'l11e Inn on Peaks bland!
temperature swings (and elms weather)
than we have now. In addition, our 23.5°
,·ell' rhi, smmncr;
n10 ru~lit mmimmn I<'qw1c-d.
rile angle is changing over thousands of
years, but chat's another story.
The sun's 11-year activity cycle is
currently in its quiet or "solar minimum"
phase, bur astrophysicists tell us the sun
Smu L.1 • ll1m,da1·..................... l I:30am - I 11:00pm
is unusually dormant now - purring
our
less energy than it has been in
l·ndav K Saturda1 ....................... 1 J;'{\lam. I UJOpm
decades, with very few sun spots or
flares. Meanwhi le, we have increasing
problems with global warming, of
which skeptics say rhe sun is the sole
cause. It's dearly the primary cause, but
t hat doesn't mean that our pollution
isn't contributing an d shouldn't be
reducL><I, especial ly since the next solar
maximum i.,; only five years away.
The moon's orbit around rhe Earth
is also a bir eccentric, coming 22,000
miles closer at perigee rhan iris 2 weeks

l)o you have 1-,111est:- coining in fi·o1n out
of
t..his stU11111er?
":o

S11n11ner Hours at'I'he Puh:

later at apogee. Because magnecic

artracrion between rwo heavenly bodies
is mosdy a function of their proximity
(Attraction= Mass x Mass/Distance2),
we know char tides rise higher at and
j ust after perigee. When rhe moon is
full, of course, it is on the opposite side
of rhe Earrh as the sun, bur when the
moon is new, it is on rhe same side ofrhe
Earth as the sun, so the sun and moon
combine their magnetic puU and create
a higher tide. When rhe new moon
coincides with perigee, the tides are
"astronomically high," and chat occurs
o n che 21st of this month, when rides

On J uly evenings the stars we notice
first will be blue-white Vega in 1..yra
overhead, red-giants Arcturus in
Boores to rhe west, Antares in Scorpio
to the south, and Altair in Aquila ro the
Ease. fn the first half ofJuly, Mercury
pops up in the dawn sky to che ease over
the ocean; it will then whip around rhe
backside of the sun, and rhe last half of
the monrh, it will be an evening star low
on rhe horizon over the city (binoculars
will help you find it).
By contrast, Venus is a brilliant
''Morning Scar," rhe dawn comes so
early now you have co be up before 5 a.m.
to see ic. Mars also arises in rhe dawn,
above and ro rhe right of Venus, bur is
nor worrh gerring up for, as ir doesn't
reach opposition until January. Don·t
believe rhe Mars hoax going around the
internet again: ic will be nor be "closer
rhan ever in history" or "look as big as
the full moon." If you want to see a real
close-up of Mars, go ro your computer
(marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov).Jupiter rises in
t he evening bur won't reach opposition
until next monrh, when it will be best
for telescopic viewing. Saturn is now
seriingjusr after the sun and is a lso best
viewed on the Internet (sarurnJpl.nasa.
gov).

The Calendar
July 1- Sunrise is at 5:02 a.m. and
sunset is at 8:26 p.m., g iving us 15
hours and 24 minutes of sunshine and
precious lirde d arkness ro see the stars
and planers.
July 3- Thar red doc ro the left of rhe
moon tonight is Antares, rhe giant star
chat is rhe hearr of Scorpio. Earth is at
aphelion tod ay, and chat's a good thing.
July 4 - The nearly-full moon rises
ar 6:42 tonight and wiJI help light rhe
earth a nd sky during the Independence
Day fireworks.
July 7- Full "Buck" moon tonight will
seem small, as it's ar apogee as well.
July 9, 10- The moon is bracketed by
Jupiter these rwo nighrs, first on the lefr,
then on the right.
July 19- This morning before dawn,
a long crescent moon poinrs coward
Venus.
July 21· New moon means no moon
ro interfere with stargazing. The moon
is also at perigee today, so rides will be
higher rhan average over the next few
days.
July 23- The highest tide this month is
at 12:02 a.m. roday, and the lowest tide
this month is at 6:28 a.m., with 13.1 feet
between them, so the ramp to the first

car-ferry to Peaks today will be really
steep. Tonight rhe star Regulus sirs
above the crescent moon on the horizon

over rhe mainland, and Mercury is off
to rhe righr.
July 28- First-quarter moon is high
ar sunset, and rhe next few days are
best for telescopic viewing of the lunar
surface.
July 31- Sunrise is ar 5:28 a.m. and
sunset is at 8:05 p.m. We've lost 47
minutes of daylight chis month alone, so
gee outside and enjoy rhe summer while
you can!
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Peaks Island School Class of2009
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LEFT: Students, parents and staff filling the gymnasium gee
ready for the event, ABOVE: James Mitchen gets a hug during the
ceremony.
STORY & PHOTOS BYKEVINATTRA

Perhaps the most moving moment
during the 2009 Peaks Island School
graduation ceremony \l(lednesday,
June 17, was when Kathryn Moxhay
presented an or iginal framed
illustrat ion by Jamie Hogan to
retiri ng librarian and ed. tech. Gayl
Vail who broke down in tears.
Throughout the proceedings,
the fifth-graders - James Mitchell,
Grace Brrnc, Johnnr Stange,

Imogen Moxhay and Ibe Mokeme played it cool for the most part, but
did manage co crack up the audience
on occasion, like when James gave
advice co underc lass maces: "Get
sruff done early, cause stuff builds
up, anti believe me, it'~ not fun."
The ceremonr followed a fairly
prescribed rouc i ne , with some
var iation based on the talents
and interests of the g raduating
students. Starting with the Pledge
of Al legiance, ir included the

craditional gifting and advising of
the remaining underclassmates by
the graduating class (who also made
predictions for their owo futures),
awarding the three best Amer ican
Legion essays, a presentation of
dictionaries by the Friends of the
Peaks island Library, givi ng che
President's Educatio n Awards,
and the teacher and principal

presenrarions, which happen near
the end.
The guest speaker th is year was
James' grandmother, State Senator
Libby Mitchell, whose copic was
personal courage. In face, che theme
of the graduarion was "hold fast
to your dreams", and teacher Kara
St. Germain gave the chi ldren
ple,ue ;ee GRADUATION, nextpage

BELOW: A silver pen and alarm clock set was given to each graduating student by
Principal Gwen S mith. She said the alarm d ock was more for the parenrs, to help
them get the kids up for school next year. BOTTOM: The Class of2009 joined their

BELOW Left: Graduatingf'Ji:h-grader Grace Byrne played an abridged arrangement schoolanatcs at the tnd of the ceremony to watch a slide show presented by Will
of Pachelbel's "Canon in O" on piano during the ceremony, and BELOW Right: Mitchell of themselves when they were sm•IJ, sometimes naked lit tle babies.
Johnny Stange read from his essay in the American Legion Essay contest, which took
second place.. The winner was Imogen Mox-hay, and Grace came in third, presented

by Sue H afner.

BRAD'S ISLAND BIKE RENTAL
and full service shopl

Bike accessories & fishing tackle
115 Island Avenue•• Peaks
•• 766-5631
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''Hold Fast to Your Dreams''

GRADUATTON,frompa9e 12

necklaces with the motto etched
on a charm and an addicional
bird pendant to symbolize the
soaring of their aspiracions.
ABOVE Left: Kathryn Moxhay presented an original illustration by artistJamie Hogan
Principal Gwen Smith gave
to Gayl Vail, who retired after 30 y..rs as the weekly school librarian an educational
each
ch iJd a si lver pen and alann
technician. The graduating class lacer gave her a gift bag as well. ABOVE Righu Robin
clock
desk set, which she said
Walden filmed the entire graduation from the back ofthe room.
meant there would be no excuse

ABOVE Left: Imogen Mox hay reads two original poems to the crowd. ABOVE Right: Ibe Mokeme is
congratulated warmly after the ceremony. BELOW: After singing its farewell Lennon ballad the llfth•
grade class bowed out, each in thei.r own way. Ar rhar point they were actually sixth,graders according to
Principal Smith (left).

for being late to class in the
future.
Before she g.ive out certificates
of completion - the elementary
school's equivalent of d iplomas Ms. Smith said, ''You arc going to
see magic." And, Poof!, when she
handed them their certificates
the fifth-graders curned into
sixth-graders.

Veterinary care
to the islands
al l year long.

Serving the islands of Casc-o Bay
Monday through Saturday
by appointment

771-338S
www.portvet.net

151..,,d VturlfW"Y St-r.11<.• Is a dM~ of the

Bn<:ke-t StrNt 'Nt~ln.,., Clll'lk
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The Uncalled Four schmooze again
BY GEORGE ROSOL

Old quartets never die, theyjust keep
returning to the annual PeaksFest
Schmooze-in. Such is the fate of"The
Uncalled Four" whose people, Faith
York, Larry Ducharme, and Cevia
Rosol and myself, once a nuisance,
now approach trnditionhood. And our
brand of music is aimed at the heart of
island life. Cevia shows no shame in
borrowing tunes, mostly "olde," and
substituting original lyrics with her
own rhymes aimed at Peaks islander
habits and things and funny bones.
For example,

I am seeking. l still will be waiting the
day that I die.
Then there arc songs dedicated
more lovingly to Lisa and her Cafe,
Nancy 3's Umbrella Cover Museum,
the Gem Gallery, Hannigan's, the
weather and grocery carts.
The Uncalled Four's appearance at
the Schmooze-fest is special. New
ears get to hear the old chestnuts for
the fust time, and repeat noshers seem
to get a fresh laugh or two between
bites.
What is new every year is the
PcaksFest song. Usually, just hours
before the party, an updated version is
written.
Si nee it is a tune for five voices, it
is custom ary to pick an unwilling
audience member to help out. This
year's 30-second music lesson winner,
David Steed, was surprised by the fact
that he was expected to sing.
He d id well.

July 2009

PIMA
•
inaugurates
newgrand
•
piano
BYFAITli YORK

PIM A President Faith York (left) a, die piano,
with bt ncfu:to, s Nancy and S hep Johnson,
of the
pl,oto by Frau Hou$tOu

Cal led "one
b<'st solo and ch amber
musicia n s of his ge n e rat ion,"
George Sebastian Lopez recently
re1 urned from a concert tour in
Three cars are in the lot, the rest are
Switzerland, and will honor the
clunkers, in various states of rot, Peaks
Peaks Island 1\fusic A~sociation on
Island Junkers ... No matter what the
July
8 w ith an i11augura l concert on
cost, we 11111st go slowly, for all of our
the organization's new grand piano.
exhausts are banging lowly.
The program will include Ginastera,
Beethoven, and Chopin.
And this.
The rebuilt 1924 Steinert 5'11"
piano has been lovingly played and
1 needed a plumber. I called him last
cared
for br islander Nancy Johnson
summer. 'Tve company coming,• I said
for
many
years . D uring a casu al
with a sigh. My toilet is leaking, and help
cd c:bratioa at the home of Shep and
NancyJohnson,June 23, chis superb
instrument became the property of
the association, to be welcomed inco
its new home at the Fifth Maine
with Mr. Lopez's concert.
Steinert & Sons was founded in
1869, beginning as a Steinway dealer
in Connecticm. Manr st0res sprang
up arou nd New England i n the
1800s, and Steinert H all was built in
1896 on Boylston Street in Boston; it
sti U exists today. T he Steinerr piano
I
o f the earlr 1900s was in every way
I
' comparable co a Steinway, the piano
universally acknowledged as che
world's finest.
The Uncalled Four, sportingsev•ral generations ofPcaksFest T-shirts, posed quickly
I
n
ad
d
it
ion
co
~I
r.
Lopez's
for rhis shot after their performance at the TEIA Friday nigh,, June 19. From LEFT
performance, t he annual Island
co RIGHT: George Rosol, Larry Ducharme, Cevia Rosol and Director Faich York.
stoffpl,oto

Music ians concert will be held
\X'ed nesday, July 22, featuring a
diverse ensemble oflocal musicians
in an evening of classical music and
an song repertoire, celebrating the
talent all around us.
The music association is currently
accepti ng applications for this y<'ar's
Barbar a Goclman Scholarship,
offered annuallv to a Peaks !slander
between the ages of 8 and 22 who
is studying music. The S500 award
is open to any isla nd music student
who can demonstrate significanc
abilitr and a real com mitment to
p ursui ng and working rowards
musical excellence.
T he scholarship is named for the
former islander, found ing member,
an d past presid en t of PIMA,
Barbara Coe lman, a Broadway
p erformer who taught da nce in
Por tla nd and on Peaks Island for
manr years. She had u nwaver ing
artistic goals, great creativity and
energy, and was an inspiration to
all who k new her. 13arbara held
high expectations for her srudenrs
and lovingly demand ed thac t hey
do thei r best and give their all. In
that spirit, rhe music association
see ks to continually p romote
the study of music.

Star ofthe Sea presents the Legend ofTumbleweed County
brother) David, and deputies Max Fantasy" ballet and a Can-Can
Carollo and :-iathan Desjardins.
dance per for med by gi rls from the
The
one-hour
show
took
place
notorious "Last Chance Cafe".
Crime didn't pay for the desperate
Also d ancing in her twentybandit, played by Peter McCann, on a warm, clea r Sunday, June 7,
who was nabbed in the ninth ace of on stage at t he Lio ns Club, and t hird year with the company was
Doreen McCann's sum mer <lance included tap solos b)' the J\1cCann Elizabeth Babbidge who is in the
revue, "The Legend ofTumbleweed brothers, Celtic dancing by Thomas late stages of pregnancy, expecting a
County", by the Sheriff (and and Cristin McDonough, a " Silver daughter in August. She had a name
chosen a lready, Robyn Vera, and
said she plans to continue dancing
next year, no doubt with her new
child in tow.
\X'atching her jounce up and down
durrng her rouuoc 1 was afraid
the birth might be premature, but
she danced quite easi ly and won
spontaneous applause for some
fanc)' maneuvers which I happened
to miss (1 was distracted at the rime,
wonderi ng where I might find
sheets and hot water).
The show was produced and
directed by Doreen l\fcCann,
w ith ass isrance from E lizabeth
Babbidge and Claudia Apon,
co stumC's by Carolyn Par ker. A
second p erformance rook place on
Wednesd ay, Ju ne IO, at Riverton
E lementary Sch ool in Porcland.
STORY & PHOTOS BY KEVIN ATTRA

All proceeds benefited the Maine
Ch ildren's Cancer Pwgram and St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital.

ABOVE: D avid M cCann p roudly
displays the pair of six-guns be used to
brio~ in a notorious bank robber, played
by his brother. LEFT: Doreen McCann
conducts the children's ballet interlude.
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oam1ngs
Snnnner 's llrre: 1\rt 1s
everrwlH'l'('
BY JAMIE HOGAN

PeaksFest is billed as a celebration
of commu nity yet I s py so much more.
Creat ive inspiration in the routi ne act
of recycling. for instance. Mary Anne
Mi tchell launched her idea to promote
recycling by commissioning six Peaks
Island artists to resurface recycli ng
bins, fu nded with a grant from th e
Peaks Island Fu nd. Proceeds from the
effort will benefit isla nd non-profit
organizat ions.
Nancy Gibson Nash used rope pieces
found washed ashore. She said, "My
intent was to create a design that was
eye-catching on the st reet. able to
withstand the element s, t hat reinforced
the idea of recycling in a unique way.
a nd that related specificatry to our
island."
Alfred Wood's b in features an
iconic bird in a silkscreen desig n that
proclaims, "Live to Recycle, Recycle to
Live." Rob Lieber's bin is light green
perforated with wavy lines of holes,
like colander kelp swaying in the t ides.
Colorful s ilhouettesof figures recycling
s urround Paul 13rahm's bin . Jessica
George employed graphic signage, with
pointers above the bi n directed towards
island destinations s uch as Big Daddy
andWhaleback.
Jessica sa id, "Our belief is that t he
activities to emerge surroundi ng our
recycling bin's design - observations,
curious conversations. engagements
with locaJ(es) etc.· a re ones that truly
help a person to locate t hemselves, and
move within a landsca pe filled with
infinite discovery."
Tim Nihoff's wh imsical bin features
cut s hapes of bottle and can packagi ng
t hat for m s il houett es of birds and
flowers. He said "My idea was to ma ke
the most direct relationship between
image, and pu rpose, by using the
actual products that wo uld be placed
inside. I decided on a colorfu l scene of
wild flowers, playful bi rds a nd insects,
representing the symbiotic relationsh ip
that keeps ou r planet balanced. "
[Images of a ll t he bins can be viewed

Caswell are recent MFA g raduates run for one week. The exhibits will be
from Maine College of Art and share complemented by a virtual gallery at
a particular interest in geography, www.addiAonwoolley.com. The first
location, and documentation of exhibit in the new space will be a group
moment. Cole was offering tintype show featuring work by Bruce Brown ,
portra its for $20 to S30. Tintypes David Wade, Ruth Sylmor, Andrea van
Voorst van Beest, Jan Pieter van Voorst
date back to the 1850s.
He ex plai ned , "l sensitize and van Beest, Rene Braun, Ji m Kelly,
Bus hold, Arthur Fin k, Arunas
shoot the small meta l plate while Karen
Bu
kauskas,
Dan Dow, Fran Vita-Taylor,
it is wet and dripping chem is try.
and
Susan
Porter.
Once a picture is made, that plate
The Gem Gallery on Peaks Isla nd
is developed and processed right b egi ns weekly summer s hows with
away producing a fina l result in a photographs by Victor Romanyshyn,
few minutes. I have been exploring June 25 to July 2, then Dust ine Price
the process in order to use it on a and Chris Harp er-Fa hey sha r e an
va riety of projects that look at the exh ibit of mixed me d ia th rough
landscape."
July 8. Showing July 16 throu gh
I met a n other art walker there July 22, painter Paul Bra h ms with
who a n nounced a new gallery on recent works. and Diane Wie ncke's
Great Diamond Isla nd. A group show artwork July 23 to July 29. Multicalled "Art at the Cove· featuring media artis t, Carol Cartier, follows
drawing, painting. a nd sculpture July30 to A_ug. 5. Por more information,
will r un thro ugh Ju ly 20 at the visit peaku.landart.blog.Apot. com.
Gal lery at Diamond Cove. (Contact
Norm Proulx's painting studio fills patAhoemaker@9mail.com for
more in formation.)
with light during the Art Walk.
There's plenty of art on view a ll
over t he bay. The Dodwell Gallery
at: www.i.oaia.l1oliver.com/Home.
on Lon g Isla nd opens its sixth
html.)
sea son with "Go fish" which runs July
The dynamic between a r t and the 1 through Labor Day, 2009. The gallery
env ironment was not lost on PEAT, who welcomes four new art ists to their
sponsored a d is play of photographs roster: An na Peplowski of Portland,
of laundry, promoting the beauty of Laurie de Paolo of Cape Elizabeth, May
air drying. Photographs wa fted in Crasn ick of Peaks Island , and Suanne
the breeze on a clothesli ne outs ide Williams• Lindgren of Freeport. Long
the library. As l admired these, Sam Island artists include Carolyn Gaudet,
Saltonstall stro lled by wea ring a Jennifer Wood, La urie Brayley, Laurie
sandwich board public izing the w ind Wood, Nancy Nobles. and Maggie Carle.
ene rgy efforts on Peaks. What goes
Pea k s Isl a nder Susan Porte r
around, blows around .
a nnounced that her Addison-Woolley
Peaksfest inaugurated the 2009 Gallery has a new home i n Studio
season of Art Walks. Folks found maps 203A in the Bakery Buil d ing o n
at the Gem Gallery while checking Pleasallt Street in Portland. Each
out the last off-seaso n group show, month, with an opening recept ion
"Affordable Art ." The Art Wal ks a re a during the First F'riday Art Wal k, she
magical serend ipity of collective effort; will mount a new exhibit th a t will
each date involves a d ifferent cas t of
art ists who open their spaces, lives, and RIGHT: Nancy Gibson Nash recycles found rope for her bin, BELOW:
creations.
Still fresh tintype photographs by Cole Caswell
I s topped at the stud io on City Point
Road Extension shared by Norm Proulx
and Jane Banquer. Jane's pri nts and
drawings of botanicals and landscapes
are drafted with delicate and keenly
observed li ne. Upstairs, Norm paints
in a na rrow eave facing a grove of trees.
His canvases cover every surface and
convey his fasc ination with imaginary
places.
Down the h ill, Jessica George's
directional signage poin ted to
photog raph s and p ain tings hung on
the side of the house in a startling
compos ition. Jessica George a nd Cole

---~-----

COMING SOON!

ITS
A TAXI FOR PEAKS
illustration · graphic design · fun fine art
logos • identities • print • packaging
unique home furniture • personal commissioned gifts
'

GEM Gallery / Eli Phant / www.dmniholf.com / www.peaksisland-artwalks.org

-

207.766 5960

I

www.timnihoff.com
-

I

Tuesday - Sunday
518-0000

Experience my Art & Gifts
r

8AM-8PM

tim@timnihoff.com
~
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SPIRIT OF

PEAKSTOUR
BY R. W INGFIELD

imagtf rom www.p,aksisla11dtours.con1

Last summer at the end of August
I took one of t he Island Tours
provided by the Maclsaac family.
There's not room here for much detail
but I learned a lot, and fortunately
for you the tours are continuing this
season so t ake one and get t he full
scoop yourself.
R ebecca Stephans, Rev Desi
Larson, a visiting friend, plus a dog
and I all piled into t he golf cart at
the traffic circle by the ferry landi ng.

Our guide, Marissa Maclsaac, said
she was excited because she doesn't
usuaUy get islanders. In fact, in the
past she's been heckled by locals
who don't think highly of tourists no
matter which way you slice it.
Marissa started with a hand-our
giving a short history of Peaks, along
with Island Tour rules. "Since you're
islanders, ~u're excitable and rowdy,"
she said. Ruic number one may be
hard for you:" Please remain seated at
all times and keep hands andflet inside
the go!fcart. No smoking, no alcohol,
they arc not responsible if you fall our
and roll down into the bay. We all
promised to hold on and behave.
We chose the "Spir it of
Pea ks" option, which focuses on
island h istor,r- Other tours are
"Arc hitecture , "Walking Ghos t",
"Art Walk", "World War II", "Coney
Island of Maine" and "Sunset". The
following are some highlights. Any
inaccuracies are due to my faulty
memory, not to my very infor med
guide.
Brackett and Trott were the first
two families on Peaks; they sold land
ro the next four families: the Sterlings,
Ski llings, Parsons and Trcfcthans.

HOUSE ISLAND TOUR
STORY & PHOTOS BY KEVlN ATTRA

One of the activities during
t he Peaksf'c st weekend was a
l ½ hourtour of House Island
led by Captain Hal Cushing
and his sister Karen Lammon,
also a ship captain, with a visit
to the hauntingly beautiful
f'ort Scammel, a lab)'rinth of
Victorian brickwork and stone
that was dripping everywhere
"~th water from the previous
day's rain.
After giving us a brief
history of the is land, the
captain led us on foot to the
fort, carrying three Coleman
lanterns that he placed at
critical turns in cercai n

Inside Fort SC:1mmel.

passageways to keep us
oriented and lead the way back
ouiside. But aside from some
brick close rs and a storage
roo m that were in pitch
darkness, there was enough
light to take pictures without
using a flash (photo left). The
architecture is stunmng, and
views from the grounds alone
are worth the trip.

Captain Trefethan sold block ice cut
from the skating pond and there was
some ment10n of rum.
The Sterlings founded the
Evergreen neighborhood and there's
good local honey, still for sale in
this area. Evergreen landing was
operational unri I the 1940s. The
Brackett-Trott fami_ly neighborhood
on the south side of Peaks is the most
sunny and crowded, where most of the
ghosts are. Many cottages in several
of these neighborhoods were built
atop old concrete camping platforms.
'Grampi Joe' was the gas lamp
lighter. There is still a gas light by the
umbrella cover museum - a remnant
of old days - and one at the Fifth
M aine as well, t hough that one is
now electric. Marissa's other Grampi,
Richard, once h ad to ice skate to
school; now with increased boat
traffic and other factors the harbor no
longer freezes.
Circa 1900 the re was a lot more
going on around hete, with many
more buildings, hotels, three summer
stock t heaters-the Gem was most
fa mous-a n amusement park and
beer garden in G reenwood Gardens,

a giggle show, shooting gallery,
bowling alley, several grocery stores,
a hospital, a telephone exchange (now
Thompson-Johnson W oodworks)
and (I don't know if this is stiJI the
case, I'm happy to report) 2 jail cells at
the police station.
Then came the fires, World War II
(which closed t he island to tourists)
and the time period when Peaks was
largely a low-income housing outpost
for Portland. Ah, the good ol' days.
Other questions answered in the
rour: Why is Peaks called Peaks?
Why are there no windows left in
Battery Steele, and why arc there
spaghetti stains on the ceiling? \,Vho
is res ponsible for all the tenacious
pervasive is land-wide bittersweet?
What are t he origins of Sacred &
Profane (referred ro by at least one
resident as 'devil worship')? And
what's the story behind Maria's stone
wall being moved nor once, but twice?
You may not get to stop off at
Rebecca's for snacks and a bath room
break, but I recommend the tour aU
the same. Call 207-766-5514 for more
information.

To give you an idea of what it might
have sounded like to fire a gun from
the fort, the captain set off a sering of
firecrackers inside the main battery.
1 was off somewhere taking picmres
at the time, and had no idea what
was about to happen. The explosion
literally shook the room and I thought
we were under some kind of attack
with machine guns; it was absolutely
terrifying.
According to the capta in, the
hourglass shaped island was originally
given to the king's forester, Christopher
Levett, in 1623, who built a house on
it, whence the name. The only three
remaining buildings were all built in
1907 by the U.S. Departmeor of Public
Health as an immigration quarantine
station. In 1920, a large brick barracks
was added behind the cottage at the
landing to house detainees, but has
since been demolished.
The presenr building, at the time,
could accomodate up to 50 people;
however, Capt. Cushing said that
once 258 people were stuck there for
three months because of immigration
quotas, and were eventuallr all
rerurned to their native lands.
Before that, half the isla nd was
owned by the Sterling and Tr.cfcthca
families who ran an enormous fish
drying operation in the 1800s, in one

year processing 3 million pounds of
fish. According to the captain, ar the
height of business 12 schooners tied
up 10 several wharves on the island
with enough "cod, haddock, wharcvcr
was running at the rime;' he said, that
the company was able to finance ~he
establishment of the Firsr National
Bank of Ponland. Stone pilings from
some of the wharves can still Ix: seen
at low tide.
The other half of the island was
owned by the federal government, who
built Fort Scammcl on the southern
end in 1808. A lighthouse se rvice
station was also operated nearby, but
was eventually relocated to Litt le
D iamond when the fort expanded.
By 1905 all the buildings on the
island were demolished 10 make way
for the immigration station, whic h
closed in 1936. The island was then
effectively abandoned when the War
Assets Administration closed the fort
for good after World War II.
The Cushings bought it all in 1955.
"Tn all t he buildings on the island,"
said the captain, "there was only one

window pane still left intact." The
island is now used for weddings and
other private functions.
For more information, visit:

ho11seisla11dmai11e.com.

Peaks Island Baptist Church

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoel'er hclicveth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life.

john 3:16

235 PleaJtmtA,-,., Pea/eslslal/fl, ME 04108, 766-30)7, IVIPIP.P,l":ief,,

Captain Hal Cushing and his sister, Captain Karen Lomman, standing next to
a series of historical photos of the island daring b•ck to the late•l800s inside the
former immigration detention center.
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Peaks Island Norway
Maple finally listed in
Big Tree Register
BY KEVIN A lTRA

According to Phtllip Munn, the Norway
rn-aple in his front yard earned five pmnts
more than another one in South Berwick,
based on a scoring system of the Mame

Department of Cooscrvauon, making 11
technically the lacgest tree of 1ts kind m
the SUlte. However, 10 points arc needed to
win, so his is now listed as a co·champ1on
in the 2009 - 2010 Mame Register of Big

Trees.
It has been a three year struggle for
Muon, who kept the case alive as ii:
was passed to three different workers
at the coosnvation department 111 rhc

intervening years. Muon diligently
monitored the process, from the day m
June, 2006, when Arborist Stan Newel
helped him apply, to the day he got the
letter this April congratulating him on
the victory. It's in bis nature - at one rime

Muno o,·crsaw 1,400 people in Sikorsky's
experimental jet engine division.

Initial measurements made by Newel
were verified almost immediately by
a representative of the conservation

department, but then sbc got mamed and
moved out of the country. In the following
years, the case was passed along to two
more conservation staff members, each
having to continue the process, including
making new measurements of the one m
South Berwick, owned by Rick Coughlin
according to the listing.
Among other qualifications, like
general health and overall condition, a
tree is qualified for eotry in the Big Tree
Register based on three measurements:
total height, average crown width, and
the circumference of the trunk, measured
4.5 feet from the ground. Munn's tree
is 80 feet high with 84 feet of crown and
162 inches of girch; Coughlin's is 70 feet
high with 86 feet of crown and 166 inches
around, making chem the Mutt and Jeff
team oflarge Korway maples.
When the verdict was in, i\funn asked
the deparrmem to list Kewel aloogwith his
own name because he said Newel actually
dtsco,;ered the tree, but in the shuffle
bct\veen conservation ~-otkers that request
was lose. Munn said they'll get it right next
year. They'll have ro-he'II be w:ttching.

BY SUSAN HANLEY

On t he sunny morning of
June 5, the Peaks Island French Club
traveled to Quebec City for a chance
to immerse themselves in the French
language. The intent was to show
the children that French is a living
language, not a novelty or a party
trick . The children used their French
to greet people, order meals (crepes
were a favorite) and ask for the time.
Our strolls through the old city were
a combination of learning history.
watching street performers, and
window shopping. A great big M ERCJ
goes out to the Peaks Island fund,
who helped fund the trip. Here are a
few observations about the event.
By Dianne: Our ride to Quebec
was really fun. It was s ix hours
long. We listened to some music
and watched some movies. When we
entered Quebec l realized the signs
were different because they were in
French. So that was our ride from
Maine to Quebec.
By James: We stayed in a Canadian
hostel. Each room had two bunk
beds; they were squeaky. In the
morning, we got up and the hostel
provided breakfast. One of my
favorite things at breakfast was the
"pain," or bread. The hostel also had
a foos-ball table, at which we spent
half of our Canadian money playing
foos-ball. They also had a pool table.
The bathrooms at the hostel were
nice because they had showers. I
learned something the hard way: in
the Quebec bathrooms, the "C" on
the faucet is not for "cold" but for
"chaud " which means hot in French.
By Danny: In Quebec, on the first
night , we went to see a movie about
Quebec's history. The movie was very
cool. ft was 3D and we all got to wear
30 glasses. I really liked it when the
muskets came out of t he wall and shot
at you when it was talking about the
battles in Quebec. We were the only
people in the theater so we screamed
when the muskets came out of the
wall. The movie a lso had specia l
effects like boards that dropped from
the ceiling when they talked about
the bridge collapsing and real rain
that came out of the ceiling when
they talked about the early colonists

Noah Chalfant, 9, {left) and his brother Nat, 13, were down on the public dock
Saturday, June 20, trying to catch minnows with little guppy nets, or even with

their band's. They acrualfy did, too.
staffphoto

Children left to right: Anna Mitchell, Grace Byrne, Finn Braman, Danny Ha,tley,
Olivia Lovejoy, Rowan Daligan (kneeling), Dianne D«vis,Jamu Mitchell
photo by Kristan Mitch<//

in Quebec and a canon that came out
of a trap door in the floor when they
talked about the British invading.
One time a weird giant face of an
extr emely ugly man came onto
the wa ll and said something that I
couldn't understand. I really enjoyed
t he movie.
By Anna: When we got to Quebec,
t here was so much to do but one thing
ever yone wanted to do was peek
in gift sho ps and go to art stands.
There were so many li ttle shops in
Quebec. There were art galleries and
Inuit shops and Chr istmas stores
and candy shops. Sometimes when
people asked you t hings in French it
was hard to understand but we tried
to remember ours' ii vous plaits and
mercies. All the art in Quebec was
beautiful and handmade. l liked
watching the artists workin g on
their art work. Apparently, a lot of
us enjoyed caricatures, so most of us
got them done.
By Rowan: The plains of Abraham
are very big and a great place to
play. There were many battles on the
Plains of Abraham during Quebec
City's history. We went there to play
with the sword s that we bought in
the Old City of Quebec and we played
some other games. We saw a fam ily
of muskrats in
the woods near
the biggest part
of the plain.
When we left, we
walked down the
stairs that felt
li ke you would
break your neck
if you fell, they
were so steep and
long.
By Olivia :
The Old City of
Quebec has a
wall around it.
The French bu ilt
it to keep out the
British and later
when England
had control of
Quebec, Bened ict
Arnold led some
American troops
up to Quebec and
the wa ll kept out
the Americans.
The buildings
are made our of
stone and some
have gargoyles on
them. There a re

a lot of statues and monuments. The
Chateau Frontenac is inside the wall
and has canons in front of it. Quebec
hasn't changed very much since it
was built 400 years ago.

T.Jong Island's Fifthgrade graduation

Long Island School's lone fifthgrade graduate, Caroline Hohn,
with her teac.her Paula Johnson.
The entire school participated in the
ceremony which included songs and
original poetry. Caroline received
an education award from President
Obama! Provided by Kott Power,
Long Island Rureatio11 Fellow.

/
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Current Financial Tides
GOT CASH?

term options instead of equities (the
'market' • subject for another article).
BY JOYCE CASSIDY O ' REILLY
The length of time under the five years,
and the dollar amount you might need
Nine months after wh at many call the at various points during that period,
'seismic shift' in the financial markets, determine your options.
individuals are wondering what to do
Step One: Calculate how much cash
with excess cash. Interest rates are at to keep 'on hand' (immediate cash).
unprecedented lows. There are record Most fi nancial advisors recommend
numbers of bank foreclosures, with this be the amount required to supp(>rt
over 300 banks on the current PDTC your household needs for three to six
u•atch list. While depositors have not months.
yet suffered losses, h3'•ing peace of
Under current econom ic cond itions,
mind is a key element in o btaini ng many ex perts encourage increasing
financial security.
th is, up to a full year's worth of

Where do you go and what do you do with short
termfunds? Before you invest, investigate.

market funds, you must abide by the
regulations governing the number of
withdrawals: during any one month,
you may make no mo re rhan six
withdrawa ls o r trans fers to another
bank account of yours, o r co a t hird
parry by means of pre-authori,.cd or
automatic transfer, or online banking.
No more than three o f the six may be
made by writing checks.
What to do with the remaining
$240,000? With a longer time horizon
- up to five years in th is e xample
- and this large r dollar amou nt,
options increase. One is investing in a
Certificate of Deposit.
In g eneral, the longer you can
invest your funds, t he greater the
rate of interes t earned. CDs can be
obtained for specific time periods ·
three months, six months · a nd then
typically 'marure' on a specified date
of your choo sing from six mo nths
to one year, one co rwo years, rwo co
rhree years, and so on, with terms set
by the specific instirution you choose.
Interest is paid at the time nf maturity.
Penalties, generally between 30 and
90 days of interest, would be incurred
if you 'break' the C D prior ro irs
maturity.
While it may be enticing to invest in
a longer term CD "·ith a higher rar.e,
a better straregy mar be to split funds
and 'ladder' your CDs, so they mature
at d ifferent times. Why? I merest rare
risk.
Rates a year or two from now may
exceed the fo•e-year rate offered today.
For these longer horizons, purchasing
bonds may be appropriate. We'll
address these in out next article.
For short or longer term invescmems,
a q uali fied fina ncial advisor can
help you determine what options are
best for you, given your individual
circumscances aod goals, by analyzing
your tax rate, o cher assets, cash flow
needs and other consid erations.
Remember: Before investing,
investigate!

Consequently, choosing t he right expe nditures. When reviewing your
institution to do business wirh is an budget, remember some need s for
important first step in the process. cash may d ecline • for example,
Assess t he e n tity's reputation , its transportation ro and from wc)rk if you
fi nancial Strength and Stabil ity (as were unemployed - while others, such
measu red by various capital ratios for as medical insurance, may increase.
banks and Savings & T,e,ans), and then
T h is cash is t he minimum amounr
evaluate its products and services.
for which rou seek a safe haven. You
Let's assume you have some savings shou ld earn some interest, wh il e
· $300,000 in total. Unless you do not ensu ring accessibility to the funds
need th is for at least five years, and should you need rhem. Options that
preferably 10 or more, choose shorr- p rovide nearly un restricted access
include check ing, savings, and
money market accounrs. The primary
differences for decid ing which to use,
and the tare earned (if any) arc t he
a1nuunr of access you need, and t he
balances (either minimum or average)
you maintain.
A checking account is generall y
used 10 hold enough cash to cover
one month of expenses, with access to
these funds through cash withdrawals
at the bank, checks, debit card and
AT.\1 withd rawals. llecause access is
essentially unrestricted, these accounts
typically pay little or no interest.
Assume your cash cushion or 'rai ny
day' cash · enough for l 2 months of
expenses · is S60,000. One month's
need, or SS,000, should be kept in a
checking account.
-A 11 rates quoted are examples only.
Srep Two: Find a home fo r the Figures are rounded to the nearest dollar.
!oyre Cassidy O'Reilly is Senior Vice
President ana Wealth Management remaining SSS,000, and a way to move
Advisor at l\1aine Bank & Trust, funds as needed into the checking
with over 30 years of experience in account. A good option for these
the financial tndu1try. Her primary funds, with limited restrictions on
fecus is enablinJ?: individuals an'd
'families to integrate personal goals with access, is either a money market or a
their wealth through client-centric savings account. Savings accounts,
coordination offinancial pla_nninJ[, tax with essentially full access, usually
BY BILI.ZIMMERMAN
and estate planning, an'd invesfment earn a slightly lower rate of interest
management. She can be contacted at than money market fu nds. To gain
Thanks again co co ntributions
www.mainehank.com.
t he hig her rares offered by money
from residents and friends of rhe
community, t he P eaks island
DISTINCTIVE HOME S FOR DISCERN ING PE OPLE
Fund Summer 2009 Awards
may exceed $38,000. T he PTF
is now acce pting e lectro n ic
ap plicat ions for its 2009 g rant
cycle. Applicants must have
501 (c) (3) charitable tax status or a
c haritable sponsor. To apply g o to
KIRK GOODHUE
ALYCE A . BAUERLE
J ILL KEEFE
our website ac 1111/1111.ptaksislandfimd.
org and click on Fund a nd Grant
Applications.
LAURIE WILDES
DEB H ANNA
Applicar i o n s sh o u ld be
su bmitted b y J uly 15 a nd aoy
questions should be e-mailed to
PORTLAND
PEAKS ISLAND
Pam Cleghorn at pc leghorn@
LONG ISLAND
•
•
mainecf.org. PIP committee
•
207.775.7253
207.766.5966
207. 232.0758
m e mbers (Reta Morrill, B ob
H ann igan, Brad Burkholder,
Step hanie Castle, Kare R adis,
Aaron Schuit, Nancy Flynn,
WWW . POR T ISLAND . COM
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Gifts ofGreen
BY NICOLE EVANS

Are you interested in an incentive to
save money to purchase a home, send

your child or yourself to school, or stare
or expand a small business? You may
qualify to have your savings matched
u_p to S2,000 by participating in a
Family Development Account (FDA).
Household income limits are: $21,660
for one person; $29,140 for two; $36,620
for th ree; and $44,100 for a family
of four. Co ntac t Women, Work &
Community at 799-5025 or visit www.
w omenworkandcommunity.org. They
also offer free workshops at their South
Portland office on money management,
building or re-evaluating a career or
business.
If you're looking to find ways to save
money, consider reclucing the amount you
l)ay on credit card bills and interest rares.
Consumer Credit Counseling Services of
Maine offers free telephone a nd online
counseling. For more information, ca11

866·889-9347 orvisitwww.cccsme.0'1:".
Once you have established some
savings, get up to SS,000 to purchase a
home. Ifyou havell't owned a home in the
past three years, ase a Veteran or on active
duty you may<\ualifyfor MaineHousing's
"Gift of Green' grant. Eligible borrowers
who use a MaineHousing mortgage c.in
qualify for a g rant of four percent of rhe
mortgage amount, up to $5,000, to help
with ihe cash needed for closing. Add the
"Gift of Green" grant to the federal First·
T ime Homebuyer Tax Credit worth up
to $8,000 and receive an overall financial
incentive of SlS,000 to purchase a home.
The Ma ineHousing promotion also
includes a S500 coupon for a two-part
home energy audit. Qyalifications
include a minimum contribution equal
to one percent of the mortgage loan,
and a maximum household income
of $83,260. For more informatio n
and a list of participating lenders, call
MaineHo~sing at ?00-4S2·4668 or visit
W'WW.mainehoimng.org.
Nitole Evans is a Prqjtt:t Direr/or with
CASH Greater Portland, a p_artnership
of community leaders and iT1d11stry
experts manaied by United Way that
enables families a11d individuals i11
Cumberland County to achievefinancial
stability_. She can be contacted at
nevans@Junitedwaygp.org

Peaks Island Fqnd ~ccepti ng grant
appl1cat1ons
P h y ll is Wei n traub, P erry
Sutherland, J im L a usier, Kathy
Hurley or Bill Zimmerman) are
also will ing co answer q uestions.
Grants will be reviewed at the
Aug. 3 meeting of J>IF and
awards wil l be a nnounced at
th e annual meeting Aug. 13, at
6:15 p.m. in the Zimmerman's
home, 14 Centennial Street. T he
community is invited ro attend.
Any communitr reside nts and
v isitors interested in comributing
to rhe fund m ay consu lt our
website or send chec ks t o:
Peaks Isla nd Fund c/o M aine
Community Foundat ion , One
Mon u ment W/ay, S uire 200,
Porrland, ME 04101. The PJF
is always anxious to have you r
opinions o n emergi n g needs
o f the island that m igh t be
cons idered for gcants in the
future.
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About
Those
Beavers
Exp<•1i to speak .July 14 at

PILP IDPPti ng
BYCVI\ITHIA M OLLUS

Lo,•e 'em or hate 'cm - the beavers
on Peaks have emerged as a hot topic
of conversation. Typical commems:
" They're doing a lot of damage,
especially along Brackett /\venue."
"Can't we cull them like we do the
deer?" "All that standing water is going
co cause an explosi()n of mosquitoes."
"They're killing all the trees." "It's
natural - but Tdon't like what they're
doing." People have even complained
to the Peaks Island Council, suggesting
that perhaps the PIC get involved in
beaver affairs.
Is there anytlung we can (or should)
do about the beavers~ On Tuesday,

Wharves,
Landings, Docks
and Piers
B Y K IM MACISAAC
FIFTH MAINE MUSEUM CURATOR

A II refer to that all imponant place
where the ferry- our li feli ne to the
city - brings islanders, visitors, mail
and freight. At one t ime Peaks had
14 wharves. Four fed the steamboat
a nd, later, the ferry li nes that
connected Peaks w ith Portland and
t he islands down the bay. One was
built specifically to serve the coastal
schooners that transported ice from
the island's ponds to poi nts further
south. The rest served Greenwood
Garden or were owned by individual
fam ilies.
Forest City Landing has always
been the main landing. In earl ier years
it was known as Mansfield's Landing,
Brackett's Landi ng and Trott 's

HELP PRESERVE
WHAT'S SPECIAL
ABOUT PEAKS.
Rau bland b ~ 1tt:1ly spttia.1 pbct, .,.,th tU 191,:k>'
shoru. it& ~1~ and its wttwld5-. Yow m¢n\bt.uhip
(on1)'$15 indi·,"t1,h,1,1l,'$2S bmi ly)Mtd )')Ur donabON.ve

crucul in htlping m n\MnU.in CJSlttt s,,¥ts,
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July 14, John DePuc of Maine's
Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wild life will give a special talk at
6:30 p.m. at the Fifth Maine, as part
of the Peaks Island Land Preserve's
annual meeting. The meeting is open
to the public, and PILP president
Garry Fox said it would also be a good
opportunity to rake a straw poll to see
if there is a consensus on how people
feel about the beavers.
Here on Peaks there are now three
beaver lodges - the easiest one to see is
right off Brackett a little way past t he
transfer station (right) - and numerous
dams. The lifespan of a beaver in the
wild averages 14 years. A female beaver
gives birth i,1 the spring to two to four
babies, called "kits," and the kits will
typically stay with the parents until
they are two years old before they go
off to set up housekeeping on their
own. The current population could be
as many as 12 to 15 individuals, Pox
said. The beavers aren't often seen,
since they are mainly active at night,
but one hefty individual was recently
spotted waddling down Great Pond
Road early in the morning.
Beavers are part of the natural
environment, but they arc notorious
for the ir ability to engineer that
environment to suit them. On an
evening tour of the areas around
Battery Steele and straddling Brackett
Avenue favored by the beaver, a hard)'

group of walkers led by Fox braved the
soggy ground and hungry mosyuitoes
to see the evidence of beaver activiry,
though we spotted no beavers. They
have felled many trees, and other trees
will die because they can't tolerate
the standing water created by the
beaver dams. The water level has been
raised nearly a foot and a half in some
areas. Most of the property currently
affected by their activity is owned by
or under conservation easement to
PILP, but some pri,•ate property has

been impacted as well. That has people
concerned that the bca\'er population
- and the changes to our landscape will continue to grow.
And we're not alone in our concerns.
A recent article in The New York
Times detai led the woes of several
towos in Massachusetts where an
expanding beaver population has
flooded property, clogged culverts and
overwhelmed septic systems. It seems
t hat beavers have been very busy
everywhere.

From the FIFTH MAINE
Landing, reflecting the name of the
family that lived nearby. Originally
a wooden dock, it has been rebuilt
numerous times and has spor ted a
variety of structures on it including
an ice cream stand, a fish market. and
Ma Watson's Restaurant. Orangade
and French fries were two of her more
popular menu items.
Adj acent to Porest City Landing
sits Jones Landing, now the site of
the marina. A few of the Landing's
supports put in place by William
T. Jones about 1850 st ill remain as
sup ports for t he marina. Jones's
cooper (barrel & hoop) shop was ABOVE: The Berkeley nos ing up to Jones La nding in t he 1960s.
located on the Landing. Later on C.
Way & Company Apothecary and BELOW: Trefethen Landing circa 1900.
photos courtesy Fiftl, Maine Muse11111
Hathaway's art studio were located
there. Towards t he end of its Ii fe was also served by two landings - by several nor'easters and blizzards,
a freight shed and wait ing room Trefethen's and Evergreen. Captain making it unusable by the early 1960s.
wanned by a pot belly stove sat at Trefethen, like all islanders of his The smaller Evergreen Landing, built
the end of the Landing. Sadly, Jones ti me, wasted noth ing. When he by the Sterling family at Evergreen
Landing met its end in the 1970s due was unable to find grates for bis Point, also met its demise about the
to lack of maintenance - part of the fi replaces, he used the load of coal same time due to storm damage.
Landing collapsed into the sea.
Many long-t itne islanders rue the
he had brought to the island to bed
The northeast end of the island his fi rst wharf. According to the day that Trefethen's and Evergreen
late Jessie Trefethen, the Captain's disappeared. What a pleasure it wou Id
granddaughter, Trefethen Landing be to debark the ferry there and walk
was once called the longest wharf to our homes and cottages in that pan
on the Maine coast. It was damaged of the island.

-----
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Debnn ks PrQjPct's Ratioua le

A proposal for Casco Bay Lines

BYHENRYMEYRS

SY ARTHUR FINK

In its Feb. 22, 2007 announcement of two competing plans to build an office
building and hotel at the Maine State Pier, city officials said the driving furcc behind
the S90 million project was the need for an estimated $18 miUion to cover costs of
fixing pier defects, which were purportedly rendering the pier unsafe. The idea
was that the city would lease, for many years, much of the pier and its environs to a
developer who would, in return, pay the $18 million repair bill. In addition, the hotel
and office building were viewed as the source of significant tax revenues.
In putting forth the $18 million estimate, the city never addressed the question
of the extent to which repairs were necessary in order to accomodate the doc.king of
cruise ships on pier sections previously used by Bath Iron Works.
Following that announcement, City Council spent some 22 months wrangling and
making charges and counter cha.rges among themselves, and with the two competing
developers, Ocean Properties Ltd and The Olympia Companies. The path from then
to now is convoluted, but the bottom line is that the city was unable to reach consensus
with either developer, and by February this year, both were out of the picture and the
city was back at square one.
On June 8, the City Council convened to decide on a new course. The Portland
Press Herald reported that a new consensus had b«n reached on a plan to spend only
SS00,000 in repairs and maintenance on the pier. "Councilors also appear to be lining
up behind a development plan that would require an additional city investment in the
pier totaling about $2.5 million," said the article.
Missing from the discussion was an explanation of the change from requiring
$18 million to rebuild the pier to one requiring only SS00,00-0 for maintenance. Part
of the answer lies in a May 22 report, produced by TEC Associates, on a survey of
the pier structure that depicts a picture wherein, contrary to the city's longstanding
position, the Maine State Pier is not in serious disrepair.
City Planning staff said the survey "found the pier to be in good condition for its
intended use as a deep water port." Wayne W. Duffett, the report's author, wrote:
"In general the structural elements of t he easterly side of Maine State Pier remain
adequate for their design capacity." He went on to say, "Jf the pier is to be maintained
in good condition, I would estimate a budget ofabout $400,0-00 per year."
To date there has been no rationalization for the difference between the previous
engineering assessments that prescribed $18 million in repairs and the considerably
more modest TEC assessment. Left dangling is the question of whether the specter
of an unsafe pier was but a prop, fabricated to justify a grand vision th.at has since
vaporized.

Instead ofj ust bemoaning the recent ferry rate increase, I'd like to suggest some
core values that should guide us in settin1z ferry rates, and a plan that I believe reflects
these values. The phone company offers lifeline• service - a basic phone line. Casco
Bay Lines needs to offer a basic ticket price, the lowest price, to those who reside on
one of the islands and need to travel often (perhaps not daily) to and from Portland.
This is mrstarring point.
Most o us don't need to take cars back and forth, and we don't want or need more
cars on the islands. There's no reason to hold down car rates. I'm appalled that car
ferry ticket prices were held almost constant when passenger rates just went up. Al l
should pay their fair share, and there's no reason to aut0matically charge seniors half
fare. Many seniors can pay full fue, while many below 65 have to commute daily and
are much more financially stretched. I'd suggest a 20 percent senior discount, which
is more appropriate when not based upon neeo.
Monthly passes may work for some who commute daily, but not for the rest of us.
My proposal is to replace commuter books with a "punch pass", good for 30 round
trips within 90 days. Each pass would have the rider's name printed on it, thus it
would not be possible fur a group of four or five to get a discount fare for their one (or
occasional) trip. A person using their punch pass could take with them either a dog O(
a bicycle without an extra ticket. Punch pass rates would not go up in the summer.
The ferry line should make available one way tickets, and one-way punch passes
for boarding an inboard boat, by people who had not paid for a ticket going out. It's
hard to verify this, but how many islanders would board without paying when their
neig_hbors know that they came by water taxi?
With these proposals, islanders traveling regularly or often to and from their homes
would enjoy the lowest possible rates, year round. Nobody would get a free ride.
Tourists and summer pc-Opie would not be able to take advantage of these rates.
I still have big questions about the Casco Bay Lines finances, and why total costs
are so high. Do"booze cruise" operations really make money and subsidi~e ou r
operations? Why can't our own mechanics change the oil in our boats? Why are some
boatS scheduled to require paying a full shift when the crew is only working part of
that time? I expect that costs can and should be reduced.
But along with any cost reductions - and a correspond ing cut in total fare collections
- there needs to come a more progressive and fair allocation of those costs among
island residents, occasional tr~velers, and summer people. l hope ~hat the above
proposal w,11 encourage d1scuss1on about our core values ,n settmg pnces, and about
how they should be expressed in specific ticketing arran~ements.
I'd like to hear from you. Contact me at: aj@ArthurFrnltPhato.wm

SAME DAT E
OF RANK

SUMMARY AND REVIEW BY

KEVtNATTRA

Chris Hoppin's new book, "Same
Date of Rank", released May 29,
salutes 17 men and three women
who graduated ar the top and
bottom of their classes from West
Point, Annapolis and the Air Force
Academy. The idea for the book

was sparked when Hoppin watched respect for his subjects, whether they
an obscure cadet receive a standing are t he people in the stories - and
ovation from the entire student body these are stories of truly unique and
for being last in h is graduating class at accomplished individuals - or the
WC$tPoint.
mi 1itary institutions surrounding
Although rhe title refers to persons them. Each story ends neatly with a
who graduate together, the academic p at on the back. The subjects beam
careers profiled in this book span modestly from their version of the
57 years, a collection of 20 personal American dream, happy to be in the
histories with some interesting facts military, all but one happily married
about m ilitary life and the service with children or grandchildren.
academies, U.S. history and stories
Still, the stories arc good, most
from World Vvar II through the Cold of them, and well told. Hoppin is a
War era to both Iraq wars.
nimble writer whose experience in
Hoppin sprinkles incidental public relations with the Air Force
information throughout the book and private corporations has given
about rank, protocol, military him a clean, crisp style. These are
terminology, jargon and other stories of people overcoming the
pomp and ceremony inherent in odds, persevering against opposition
an armed forces education. As part - including t hree women who
of a special chapter that describes faced not only military and male
famous grads and a theletes, he also discrimination but also their own
provides information on how to apply physical and personal limitations - a
to the three academics based on his truly varied set of biographies on rhe
experience as an Air Force admissions lives of war vets, military brats and
fierce individualists.
counselor since 1982.
Most successful : John Crowley,
The book purpo rts to examine
Jr.,
a decorated A rmy general who
the influence of class rank on future
graduated
at the bottom of his class at
success, but actually does more to
West
Point,
survived World War 11,
showcase the careers of the people
in it. Hoppin writes with obvious Korea and Viet nam, got married in

._ __
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1942, had two sons, retired on a good
pension and spent his remaining years
traveling throughout the world with
his wife until his death in 2004 at 88.
Most tragic: Karolen Farhni, whose
parents were "dirt poor", used her
athletic ability to earn admission
to the Air Force Academy, barely
graduated, worked hard to earn
recognition and respect, got married
and was raising two children when
she died of cancer in 2008 just as the
book was going to print. She was 41.
"Same Date of Rank" is available
locally at Hannigan's Market on
Peaks I sland, and at Longfellow
Books in Monument Square
(www.longfellowbooks.com), priced
at S29.99 hard cover, and $19.99
paperback. Hoppin published the
book himself through Xlibris.com,
where it is also available, as well as on
Amazon.com and BarnesandNoble.
com.
"I should point out," said Hoppin in
an email recently, '?vlany island folks
helped with the book and they a re in
the acknowledgements section," as
well as his son, Jim, who worked on
the book's design and layout.
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COMl\fUNITY NOTES
TliP (¾e1u sL')LMEn 2009 ,;11 m r

SCilEDT'T,F.: 7/2-7/8: Dustine Price
and Chris Harper-Fahey, mother and
daughter multi-media; 7/16-7/22: Paul
Brahms, painting; 7/23-7/29: Diane
Wieneke, painting; 7/30-8/5: Carol
Cartier, muki media; 8/6-8/19: Norm
Proulx and Claudia Whitman, multi
media; 8/20-9/2: Pam Williamson, Rick
Boyd, Jane Banquer, pottery, prints,
painting.
FALL 2009 SHOW SCHEDULE:
9/3-9/9: Lavendicr-Mycrs, pa inting;
10/9-10/15: Suzanne Parrott, fibre arts.
The artist/craftsperson cooperative
includes over 25 year-round and seasonal
individuals in the varied media of
painting, drawing, sculpture, pottery,
Jewelry, photography, printmaking,
assemblage, fiber arts and writing. The
gallery mission is to "share and sell fine
art and contemporary crafts and to reach
out and create an inviting, professional,
friendly space that shares, educates, and
celebrates art." Solo and small group
exhibitions change weekly and bi-weekfy
from June through October with larger
themed member shows off-season and
a holiday sale each year. Please call the
gallery at 5600 for more information.

Bay islands and other areas. Host of the
annual Long Island Art &Soul Exhibit
and spcciaf shows during the Wharf
Festival. Open everyday, during library
hours, http://Library.lottg-island./ib.
me.us. Phone 2530.

pearl necklace_. More arc expected! F'?r
more infonnatlon, call 2530 to vts,t theLC
website at: http://Library.lo11g-isla11d.

lib.me.us.

rehe E igbtli :\ifa~ue

is a
living museum and lodge bui lt m ]891,
~lddi son-\Voolley R<'rtux provicling accomodations for individuals
The Gallery is rf' openmg in a nevv spue and families. Cook your own meals in the
under the name: Addison Woolley at Studio spacious dining room. Come sec ~vhat
203A, in the &kery Building at 61 Plcas•nt life was like in the 1890s. Tours available
Street in the OIJ Port. The rc·Op<'ned gallery on request. To make reservations or for
"il l hold its first show, a group photogr.phy more information call 5086.
exhibit. on FridJy, July 3, as part of the Fi~t
4

Fridav Art Walk, with a reception from
S p.m'. to 8 p.m.
Eat:h month ,1 new show will open during
the First Frida\· A rt Walk. and rema.in on view

for one wttk, from I p.m. to S p.m. c.1ch d.ty
until the following Saturday. The exhibits
will be presented in our virtual gallery on
our website, www.addisonwoolJey.com, and
can be \'iewcd through the entire month.
The illaugur.al exhibit fe.a.tures work by
BroC'c Brown, David \Vade, Ruth Sylmor,
Andrea .1nd Jan Pieter \'an Voorst van
Beest, and ()thcrs. It ,.,,.iJI follow the same

Th<' Fift h 1\(rune Civil \ V.u·

Kicls Camp July 16 from 8:30am to 2:30
pm for .lges 8· 12. One.da) hi!>tory nmp: dip
c-.andles, c:hurn buucr1 cook campfire biscuits
and write letters with homemade ink and sing
Top 40 hits ofthe 1860's. Cost: $50 p<:r child
non-member,; S40 ~mbers; 10% disoount
for multiple ch ildrt;n from ~.1mc family. For
more information or to register call Patrich!
Erikson at 5591. Also, C4ll 3330 for more
mformation.

Songw l' itPr s by
Pol'tlancl Recreation First
the Sea summer concert monday
fun for preschoolers: Every month
series continues it's second

Summ<'r 2009 81.Lt11 rday
L\l't WaJks The summer, island-

wide Saturday Art \<\Talk conti nues this
month, offering the opportunity to
view, discuss and buy work from island
artists in the spaces where they produce
work. This year we are expanding
the experience from visual artists to
include books as well as framed, flat,
freestanding and wearable stuff. In
July, the Art Walk continues on the last
Saturday of the month, July 25, from 3
p.m. to 7 p.m.
The final art walk is scheduled for
Satu rday, Aug. 29. Information can be
viewed and reviewed on posters, flyers
and monthly changing maps or ar. www.
peal,sisland-artwalls.orgl.

Dining is also availaole at sponsor
restaurants, The Cockeyed Gull and the
Inn on Peaks 1sland.
2009 Participati n_g Artists: Peg
Astarita: potter; Jane Banquer:
printmaker, painter;. Pau l _Brahms:
painter; Carol Cartier: fibre and
mu lt i media artist; Cole Caswell:
photographer; Andrea Davis: bead_er;
Jessica G eorge: pa inter; Lavend ,er
Myers: painter; Martha Morris-Gibson:
basket maker; E leanor Morse: author;
T im Nihoff: multimedia artist; Norm
Prou lx: painter; Kathie Schneider:
photographer; Victor Ro_many~hyn:
photo~pher; Michael Smith, painter;
Betsy Stout: beader; Celia Strickler:
jeweler;John Moncure Wetterau, author;
Claudia Whitman: multimedia artist.

'J.1he Do<l W<'ll

GO FISH Wednesday, July I thru Labor Day;
Greater Casco Bay Islands Area
community artist s with a variety of
media on the subject of fish in the
annual Summer Exhibit, now in its sixth
season. Wekom ing fou r new artists
to ou r gallery's roster: photographers
AnnaPeplowski of Portland, Laurie
de Paolo of Cape Elizabeth and May
Crasnick of Peaks Island, with artist
Suanne Williams-Lindgren of Freeport.
Long Island artistS, include Carolyn
Gaudet, Jennifer \<\food, Laurie Brayley,
Laurie Wood, Nancy Nobles, Maggie
Carle and Judy Paolini among others.
The Dodwell Gallery is located
on Gorham Avenue, Long Island,
between the Community Library and
the elementary school, and has featured
over 100 Maine artists from the Casco

Community Room.
Save the D ate: The Friends of the
Peaks Jsland Branch Library annual
meeting Tuesday, Aug. 18, at 6:45 pm.
The program, "Casting Off: Three
Peaks Authors Launch their Books"
will featu re James Hayman (The
Cutting), Christopher Hoppin (Same
Date of Rank) and Catherynne Valente
(Palimpsest).
Friends of the Peaks Island Branch
Library Book Sale-Saturday, July 18,
8 am to 2:30pm in che Community
Room. Bring donations to the
Community Center Friday, July 17.
Signup at the library to help set up on
Friday, or sell and cleanup on Saturday.
The Book Sale is also a time to renew
your Mcmbersh ip in the Friends. Hope
to see everyone there.
The Peaks Island Branch Library
is located at 129 Island Ave. in the
MacVanc Community Center. Open
Tuesdays 2/m co 8 pm, Wednesdays
10 am to
pm, Fridays 10 am to
2 pm, and Saturdays 8 am to NOON.
Plione 5540.

year on Peaks hosted by local
musician, Phil Daligan, on
Saturday evenings at the
Fifth Maine Museum. Each
month features a new set of
local and regional artists from
throughout New England.
AU shows 7:30 p.m to 10 p.m.
Admjssion SlO.
J uh 25: Peaks Island's own
Ronda Dale & Kevin Attra;
and Sweet Bitters, New York
female duo celebrating their
spring CD release.
Ang. 22: Jud Caswell,
nat ive Mai ne ar tist who
continues to gat her awards
and
nationally for his
Addison-Woolley owner Susan Porter {right) at songpraise
writing;
and Rebecca
the original gallery last year
staff pl,oto Katz, lifelong student of
language and song wri(i~g
and proof that a Masters 10
format as in th~ Market Street g;1.Uery, with
approximately 80 percent photography English Literature is no hindrance to art.
punctuated by other art, especialll as it 8<•pt. rn: Lara Herscovitch, recently
forms a theme. Gallery dtre<1:or, Susan named Connecticut State Troubadour
Portc-r is delighted to be able to remain ictive 2009-2010; and the Joe Iadanza Band
in Portland's art community and is looking rockin' you in the aisles with irrepressible
forward to the po!:isibilitics this new \·enture acoustic frolicing fiddle, stand up bass,
may bring. For more information, contact percussion, guitar and vocals. For more
information, call Phil at 207 766 4421,
her at450-8499.
or email: p<lal ig,m@mui rw.rr.rom.
A.rt and Soul Fair T he Long
Island Comm unity Library will be 'J'he Lib1·a,ry P i rst '1'uesdays
holding its an nual summer fundraiser B n<> k Disc ussion moves to i ts
on Saturday, July 18, at the Long Island beautiful summer setting, the TEIA
Community Center from 10 a.m . to clubhouse, for July and Augt!st; 7 pm.
2 p.m. "A rt and Soul" is the libra ry's July 7: "In Sunlight in a Beaut iful
orily fundraiser and provides the funds Garden• by_ Kathleen Cambor; Aug.
neeaed for operating expenses, including
pro_gramm ing, books and supplies. 4: "Loving Frank", a novel about Frank
LICL is one ofonly a few Maine libraries Loyd Wright by Nancy Horan. Call
(554 0} or ema il ptaks@portland.
staffed entirely by volunteers.
Local artists and craftspeople will be lib.mt.us to reser ve a book Please
displaying and selling theit unique and include your library card number. Book
beautiful creations. Long Island's best discussions are join tly sponsored by
chefs and bakers will provide a bountiful the Friends of the Peaks Island Branch
selection of del icious baked goods and Library and the T refethen-Evergreen
homemade treats. Fresh flowers from Improvement Assoc. (TEIA). Everyone
one of the island's amazing gardens is ,velcome to attend.
will also be for sale as well as a huge
Story and Craft
assortment of used books for all ages. A Program, geared for
small army of island volunteers will be 5-8 year-olds, will
cooking and picking pounds of crabmeat conti nue in July on
the day before to be sold in bulk and in Tuesdays at 7 pm sharp!
delicious crabmeat rolls.
T his program, given
Finally, there will be a raffle drawing, by .Ylrs. C rowleywith several chances ro win some great Rockwell, makes a
prizes donated by local businesses, which, nice complement to
to date, include an overnight package at the Summer Reading
the Harraseekct Inn in Freeport, dinner program. Come early
certificates to And/s Pub and DiMillo's and check out your
Floating Restau ra nt in Portland, week's books. In the
Portland Sea Dogs tickets and a black

in the Community Room. Children must be
accompanied by an adult. Pre.registration
not required but appreciated.
On·going recreational program$ for adults:
Mondays and Thursdays, in the community
room: Indoor Wa l ki ng/Stretch ing
Group (we stay inside d uring the winter)
8:15-9:00am; Low Impact Aerobics

with Weights (weights

ore

provided):

9:30-10:30 am. Tuesday aft<rnoons in the
community room: Ping Pong (just for
fun, no leS!I-Ons/ heginncrs should contact
Denise): 2:00 4:00pm. Tue,day <vcnings,
Pl school gym: Ad u l t Basketb all , 6:308:00 pm/$2 per night. 'lo progr..,, during
school vacations, holidays, sd100I ,now days.
For more info, contact Denise Macaronas,

Recreation Programm~r, at 2970, or C·
mail: dlm@porrlandmaine.gov. Additional
activities and updates can be found on bland
bulletin boards.

Children's "\\7orksh op

Sumnl()r hon.rs 8 am to 5 pm. T HANk
YOU for supporti ng aU of the PeaksFest
events! Proceeds from the bake sale, yard
sale, face painting and cookie sale all
benefit the PICW!
Ki mberly 's Travcl's Boutique
Clothing- July 3, 3-6pm, July 4 & 5,
10am-7pm. H and made by Kimberly
from Peaks Island . Percentage of
proceeds will be donated to the PICW.
Bottle Drive - from Memorial DayLabor Day the Peaks Island Children's
Workshop will be collecting redeemable
bottles. Please call Christina Foster
at 221-3445 or Alice Kennedy at 0966
for bottle pick-ups. T here will also be
a barrel for returnables in back of the
Workshop.
Scandinavian Progressive Dinner
- Aug. 15; Save t he date for a gourmet
progressive dinner to benefit the Peaks
Island Children's Workshop.

Shall we take our bikes?

41 ln,li, Sr

Portbnd. Ml; 04101

207,766-2483 HM
207-756-)450 CELL
207,7"6-5220 l'AX
rl~Mcborvicwpropcn1es.c01n

""'" w.ham<'.lrvicw

>C'rrieu:am
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COMMUNITY NOTES,from page 11

Con1mnnitv .Food.Panti·y:
Ar the Children's'Workshop, open to the
island community Monday thru Friday,
7:30am-6pm, and the first Saturday
of each month . For assistance and
delivery contact the \\lorkshop, 2854;
St. Christopher's Parish, 2585; Rev. Desi
Larson, 5013; Pastor Beau Boyle, 3037.
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR
GENEROUS DONATIONS!!

l1rackPtt C'hurcb:

worship.
SuudH.) 10 a.m., includes childcare and
Sunday School. Childrt'n's Choir - Mo,,
Tuesday,, 2:40-3: 15 p.m., c•II M,vourncen
for details 899-0 108. l, ,·nt St ud,·
Uron1>, Thursdays 6 p.m. W~dn ~sda)
'rhrift Hont iqu,, 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. at the
church fellowshi p hal l. Sc·riplnl'<' Stnrly,
Wednesdays , 10 am and 7 pm. T.-izc•
P ra,yt~r OerYi(·e - Thursday Evenings 7
p.m. ContemplatiYe. low-key worship with
candlelight, silence, prayers, geotle music,
and e c-umc:-nical rcJdings. J>rayer Shim:l
)Jiui~lry - Thurs.days, 1-3 p.m. at the
Church Offi.ce/Parsonag,, 9 Church Street,
c:aU Ann 766-2636 or Rebecca 766-3017 for
more information. lloly 'rrinity ~:pi<.;(·opal
Cha1>el- first service July S at Bracken
Church, and c,1ch succeeding Sunday
thereafter thr~~ugh tht: l'nd of Au_sus1, 10: 15

t1' i re

.ffi x t i n d U i s h <' 1·

118J)P<'t1 0 11: The ~'orcland fire
Department has arranged for the A,\J\
Fire Extinguisher Company to inspect fire
extinguishers for all Peaks Island residents
and busmesses m July. People wishing ro
use the ~ervicc should deliver their fiic
extinguishers and an envelope with their
name. addre$S and phone number plus
a check to AAA Fire Extinguisher for
S4.50 per unit. They should be brought
to the Peaks Fire $ration bj' 8 a.m. on
Tuesday, Julr 14. If the extt nguisher
needs additional sen·ice, AAA will call
the owners for addirional instructions.
Extinguishers }ea,,jng the island for repair
will be returned to the Peaks Fire Station
on Fridar, J uly 17. ,\ dditional information
is avaifablc from Captain David Pendelton
of the Portland Fi.re Department at 4683147.

Peaks Ch<'rk-in Lin<': The

check-in line, 766-0067, is available to
ensure that people who live alone or who
are house-bound for any reason have
daily contact with someone. Ifyou would
like to enroll, or if you have questions
about the program please call Howard
and Cynthia Pedlikin at 766-0067.

PRESIJMPSCOT

WATER TAXI
DAYTIME RATES

Peaks Island
Little & Great Diamond
Long Is. & Diamond Cove
Cliff & Chebeague Is.

$40
$40
$50
$70

(9PM · 7AM ADD $ 25)

(207) 879-2562

..i.nnu.a] P<'aks I sla,11<l

IUoocl ~D1~ve, Wcdnesday,July8
from 12:00 pm to 5:30 pm at Greenwood
Garden. All donors will receive a Red
Sox 1-shut . Our goal ts to collect 35 pines
of blood - your help is needed! Donors
must be 17 years of age or older. Make an
appointment on-line at www.giveltfe.org
or check island bulletin boards for times
available. Attention High School students:
the American Red Cross will documenc
Loaf& T~t<llr DittttPr your volunteer hours as communuy
- T uesday, July 14, 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. at service. Sponsored by American Red
the Peaks Island Baptist Church. "Cool Cross wtth support from Peaks Island
Salad S upper" featu ring selection of Lions Club, Peaks I sfand llcalth Center
appetizers, cool salads, rolls, olives and and Portland Recreation. FMl, please cal.I
pickles, beverages, and very special 2970.
desserts. Adults/$6, children/$2.50. All
proceeds benefit PITA &EA.
Ua ffle - drawi ng Tuesday, Aug. 18;
includes energy audit by ThompsonJohnson, an overnight stay at the Inn
with di nner, and 22 other goods and Saturday, July 4 at 10:00 a. m . . The
services from local businesses a nd the kooky relay race for two-perso.n teams:
community. Judit h McAll ister has Leg I fro m L ions Club to the F ifth
photos of the prizes and is selling tickets Maine to get c.la mshcll; Leg 2 from
all around the island. Call her at 899- Island Avenue to Centennial Beach to
9096 or Cynthia, 766- 0067 to purchase get it wet. Strange and u nusual prizes
tickets - $2 per ticket, three for S5, 10 for for teams with die youngest total age,
S13. All profits go to pwviding energy greatest total age (centurions take note),
first g irls team, first boys team, overassistance for homes on Peaks Island.
all winners, over-al] s-1-o-w-e-s-t team,
best hats and family with the most relay
teams. Be there and be a pair.
Mondays
and Thursday, from S pm t.o 6 pm in the
a.m. O~n i\l ,r fhll<l l.>....s(•rt Nile, Friday
July 17, 7:30 p.m. Contact Bill Hinderer for
more info 766-2636.
Brackett Memorial Ur1ited Method ist
Chu rcb, 9 Church Street, Peaks Island,
Maine . Pa~tor: Rev. Desi Larson; 207 766
5013; lt'l"'w.bradtettmumt",org

PITA-EA:

Frequent Rider Program
Pay for five rides
get your sixth free!

THE YELLOW BOATS
ACH088 FHO~I C'J\800 BAY I ,I NMH

PRESUMPSCOTWATERTAXI.COM

15th annual .Peaks Island
Cla1nshell Relay Race

Weight Training :

Communil) Room, with si1nple ankle and

h3nd weights for strength tnjning and to
encourag• str0ng bones. C.,11 Rhonda (2483)
for more information.

fil!JG l ON 1\.L

Inshore-Offshore Fishing
Striped B ass, Blues, S harks

(H) 20 7-799-1 339 (Cell) 20 7-232-1 678
P. 0 Box I 054 l , P ortland, ME 04 104 www.gofislunaine .com

~009-. Sum1:ncr Yon t h

J1hs - Pass: s20 for children and
Color of teens fonder 18) to ride METRO and
Pea ks N t Show and Sale: Saturday,July South l?ortland City Bus anywhere they
11 from 10 am 10 2 pm, with preview July go, th rough August. Info at: w w w .
10 at 6 pm, serving wine, hors d'ouevres gpm,trobus.a,m or 774-0351.
and music in the clubhouse. Pancake
Brea kfast: Saturday, July 11 from 8 am
to 11 am. $6 aduhs/H kids. Croquet ~,009
~1aiu<>
T ournam ent: July 12 from 2 pm to 4 \ Ollfi'l'('ll('E' : 1•'1·iday, .Inly 10, at
pm. Sign up by Friday, July I0, at TEIA Southern Maine Communit) College, South
or contact Judy Hasson, 5054. Victorian Portb.nd. The co,,fen·nce provide~ <·xchang<'
T ea: July 16, at Catrabassett Lodge, of current information on bc3C'h rcS0\1rces,
from 3 pm to 5 pm ( Bnng baked goods). and presents fmdings from the state's beach
Schooner Fare: July 18, an evening of monitoring p~am.s. For mon: information,
local folk music. Tickets $20/$25. Call please t:onta<·I lm9rant@maine.edu,
Stephanie ar 2254. Senior Luncheon;July
21 at NOON at TEIA. Contact l\lar,
Sora (5772). House Tour and Lobster B.i
J:Hdr: The Eighth Annual
Luncheon: Juli• 25 - Lunch $30, from
Maine
Lobster
Ride&Roll onJuly25 in
NOON to I pm, tour SIS, I pm to 4
Rockland, ride ends with a fresh lobster
pm. tickets opposite Hannigan's, or call rol l lunch (veggie options available.) PreKelly, 860-655-8537, reservations (2254). registration S85, BCM members $65.
Annual Fair and Dinner: Aug. l, open C!iildrcn 12 to 17 S25; under 12 FREE.
10 am to 1:30 pm, dmner at 6 pm. Tickets, For registration forms a nd infor mation,
please visit www.Bik, Maine.org.
$ IS/each, call Stephanie at 2254.

TEIA SumJll<'r:

Captain Ben Garfield

Bea.ch

cvc I.e.. 1'oali tion of
) hune

Next Issue

Art on t he Porch
Art Editor Jamie Hogan gets
the history behind "Art on
the Porch'; the Fifth Maine's
annual local arts and crafts fair.
Museum curator Kim Madsaac
says 1.t's a great way to get your
holidayshopping done early.
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New Construction

2008 Island Phone Directory
Covering 7 Cuco Bay Islands

John Kiely

Available onllne a~
www.phonebookpubllsblng.com,
and The Boa.thouse/Long Island,
H&rullgan's Island M81'ket and
OEM Gallery/Pee.ks. FM! or
wholeseJe opportunities

Carpenter
Property Management
591 Island Avenue Peaks Island , ME 04108
(207) 766-2026
Jkiely1@maine.rr.com

call 766'5997.

A living museum
and lodge.
Room and ball

---W-H ~ E _D_O_G
_____, I

GENEIW. CNIKHT~

~CAMP~

lOUZ$

I) Eighth Maine Ave., Peaks Island, ME 04 108 off Portland
(207)7(»-$0% • www.eighthmamc.oom
eighthmaincbost@att.net

207-766-2390

"

,.

766-3030

.......il>l..tl

for more info:

-~

\ S I l ~1 <.)RE R EA LT)
Rf\t

A, ••,"'

Adam Weidemann

Langella Construction
and Painting Company

l"'-lAII

Carpentry -

<:AlL fOR CURREN1
SCHEDUl[ or CLASSES

Inter/or/Exterior Painting

Michael - - - '
Langella~

766.3017

382 Pleasant Ave.
Peaks Island, Maine

/\LSO OFFERI NG:

PRIVATE YOGA LESSONS
PARiNUl YOGA

(207) 766-3067 (home)

HEALING TOUCH

(207) 632-8229 (cell)

SOURCE YOUR CONTENTMENT FROM WITHIN

www.pondcovepaint.com

Fifth Ma;,,~ Regiment Mu.seum
-IS s~a$h(}rt A Vtnu t
P.O. 8ox4/
Ptak.s /Jland, Maine 04108

Take a Peak
52 I,, mf \venue
Ptaks Island, M,;,,, 04106

A Mnstum ot Ch1J War & Peaks Island Histor~
Open Memorial Day thru Columbus o a,

.766.59'.i,• f... .!07 "66.5>54
ww-r.,lt' rt-;11 1.$,bnJ cc
Maura. cn;ap~,·- owner
•

dirN:tor@ftftbtuaincmusc-um.org
w~\\.f'iOhmaincmuseum.org

207-766-3330

INWEAl=IIU. ~
fl\AN$ I '9M'TTING

Carpentryuc

www.wholedogcomp.com

l"LJ\~1

OOOM I WJOOWS

MMOOa. / R ~

Weidemann

Operant conditionin g,
positive reinforcement

Come for a awesome Slay or tour

flHISHt.NIPENTRY

KITCH91'Sll3Al"8
INTUUOR I EXTEJU()lt

Board and Training

l"CTIIAIS &

Renovation

Ocbor..b l«ndall, m,n,gtt

Free Delivery
to the Boat

·1..~

~ ti\~ -.
- ,

)

-

• c ommorc:iol l'!ld ....

30..,

. ••874.0937

1.aaas, t-331 s

Toi fr.. .....

..-.c.om
J---- ---------------~
fmoil:,

po, dco :OJWlll'llo,,,:aif'I~

CARPENTER

FOR HIRE
Shall we rake our bikes?

41 lncl,a. St

l'onhnd. Mr 04101
20'l-76'1-2.fS3 HM

•

207-756-3450

cw.

207-766-5220 r.~x
rlx-rg«'harborvic\\'J'ln'lfK".l"ficSA."ftni

w,, w.l1a.rbor"V1Cw

Mac::ey Ormc766-5909

ll,'t(S('~ ,l rlt11

=

NAILS

&

SALON

N AJlS • HAtR • WAXING
GIFT CEATIACATES AVAILABlE • FREE EASY PAR.KING
The months of S-,,.tember & O ctob•r...

• Tuudq, $ 28 Mank:u,.. &. Pedku re
• hrty o( four special 20% 0'1

207. 773. 7999

OPEN M on-Sat 9 a..m•7p.m 190 Con,,...ss St
{Next to Rite Aid l'f,o,mocy ot rh~ bottom ofMunjt,; Hitt)

Massage & Rebalancing

PEG ASTARITA

www.pegspotsetc com
;::::

CERAMICS

lg1Pm, etc. ~~~i~:

207-766·5997 astaritaii>maine.rr com
SI Woods Road. Peaks Island, ME 04108

. . . ...i~1~,'\.-~.
x:-~~~¾,-Co:

Prescott H. Paine Kripalu Bodyworker
207 .6 I 5.3296 pcaksmassage@mnc.com

-

EAN KAMP
House Painting
Interior & Exterior

EXPLORE SEA KAYAKING
P~ks lslan<I, usco ~ an<I llcyon<I!
~ak Salo, lnmudion & Trips fur all abilities
766-23'13 www.maineislan<I "'1yak.com

P.O. Box 63
Peaks Island, Maine 04108

Cell: 653-7042

ISLAND~ TIMES
.._ _ _!!!!!_____._

PUT YOUR BUSI\fESS CARD HERE
only
visit

$240 per year

www.islandtimes.or9 to sec how
or

call 650-3016

ISLAND TIMES
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PeaksFest 2009: June 19, 20 & 21

BYKEVINATTRA

Weather was the story of the eighth
annual PeaksFest 2009. Rain fell
most of the day Friday, June 19, t he
opening day, although it had tapered
ofby evening, and people had a couple
of choices for food and entertainment
that night.
There was rhe trad itional 6 p.m.
Schmoozfest at rhe TEIA with
fancy hors d'oeurves, cocktails
and music by the Uncalled Four,
followed by Bingo at 7:30 p.m.,
or simultaneously, there was a
barbecue feast at Brackett Memorial
Church to celebrate Juneteenrh
followed by an open mic, all prepared,
organized and hosted by the
incredibly talented Hinderers. Either
way you couldn't lose, you just had to
decide if you were feeling thirsty or
hungry, creative or lucky.
Rain fell again on Sunday,
dampening the ball game and
Common Hound dog show. Only
Saturday saw any !er up, ocassionally
even blue skies, and the giant yard sale
and cookoff at the American Legion
were crowded (aerial view, center
right).
David Nowers, co-manager of
rhe sale with his wife, Jen, said sales

totalled nearly $2,360, which
was split equally between the
Children's Workshop and PITAEA. "The whole island did
awesome for us," said David.
Although it earned less money
than last year, he said they sold "a
lot more stuff" because it was all
at much lower prices. Last year, a
table sold for $500. This year the
highest priced irem cost $100.
Tours were a big part of rhe
festival. The nature tours of a
backshore tide pool and Battery
Steele, and tours at the Public
Services facility, the water
treatment plant and House Island
were guided. The Saturday Art
Walk was self-guided, and there
were open houses at the island's
Police and Fire departments, the
Portland fire boat, the TEIA and the
Whole Dog Camp.
More than 40 kids and bigger
kids enjoyed the special chocolate
pies prepared by Mike Beebe, John
Freeman and Dean Eastman in rhe
All-American Baking Contest. Alice
Kennedy's Blueberry Lemon pie won
first place, and Aidan Weeks won the
first ever cupcake competition. Peaks
Island Councilors Bob Hurley, Lynn
Richard and Rob Tiffany judged the
entries, each and every one of them.
Left over cupcakes helped feed the
crowd of 50 or so lucky people who,
by all reports, witnessed a sensational
performance by New York's
"Gathering Time" and the soulful
Teresa Storch on Saturday at the "By
the Sea Concert" at the Fifth Maine,
organized for its second year by Phil
Daligan. He was proud that so many
people came ro the show, and felt that
he'd really given them their money's
worth. At the end, with the audience
ecstatic, he said, "See? I told you."
Later he thought maybe credit for
the large turnout should at least in
part be given to the rain. But then,
weather was the story of this year's
PeaksFest.

ABOVE Left: Fun and mi.haps at PIT A's fishing pool down front, manned b1• Sandy
Lucas who "loves b,ing with th< kids," said Cynth ia Pedlikin, "She knows most of
t hem anyway." ABOVE Rij!ht: Firefighter Tim Flynn's son, TJ, •t the wheel of the
fire bo•t, tied up at the publ,c landing for an open hoWJe.
staffphotos

ABOVE : Sorry Shaw (left) worked the grill at the American Legion cookout on
Saturday. BELOW: Although these guys couldn't compete in the t >in on Sund•y,
TOP Left: Rig Trimbey snapped this shot oflittlo Dillon Lynch riding his fire truck they managed to get in a few moves for demonstration p urposes. The skateboard
in the parade. BELOW: Bingo, hosced by PeaksFest coordinator David Cohan, was expo, organized by Elli.s D ucharme (left), included Peter Higgins, Dexter Morse and
Adrian W illing (catching air, right). T hey explained that the uin made it too slick to
serious business, in a fnn way.
staffphoto get traction on the board, as well as being too $lippery for the wheels to c.atch on the
road. Needless to s•y, Ellis was NOT HAPPY about it.
stoffpl,otos

